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Introduction: The Rise of the Academic-Industrial Complex and the Crisis in Free Speech 
 
Steven Best 
 
Given that the academy is a microcosm of social life in the US, and this nation – as a 
hierarchical, exploitative capitalist society -- has never been free or democratic in any 
meaningful way, we should not be surprised to find higher education to be a place of hierarchical 
domination, bureaucratic control, hostility to radical research and teaching, and anathema to free 
and open speech. Since Socrates and the earliest inceptions of the university system in the 
teachings of Plato and Aristotle, from the medieval formalization of the medieval system to 
contemporary times, Western states and universities have attacked critical minds and kicked 
controversial and subversive figures out of the hallowed halls of learning, betraying the very 
mission of education and critical thinking which demands freedom of speech. 
 

Perhaps the largest myths to expose in our culture today still are those of freedom and 
democracy --- institutional and personal conditions which are not only in steep decline in the 
current post-9/11 era, but in fact never existed in US history in any significant form of such that 
realities reflected ideals. The revolutionary experiment in democracy and equality launched in 
1776 never had a chance, taking place as it did amidst the backdrop of the slavery of African 
people, the repression and impending genocide of the Native American peoples, the 
disenfranchisement of women, and the exploitation of working classes. The Founding Fathers 
never intended “democracy,” “freedom,” and “equality” to benefit anything but their own elite 
propertied interests and history stayed faithful to their design. Despite the subversion of 
monarchy and aristocracy with the brash and impertinent notion of equality, the concept mainly 
functioned as an ideological smokescreen to mask a new form of hierarchy based on class 
domination, coupled with patriarchy, racism, and every other repulsive form of discrimination 
and subjugation humans have invented to torment, murder, and control. Concepts such as 
“freedom” and “equality” hid the fact that the inherently hierarchical and exploitative corporate-
state complex of capitalism was a system run by and for capitalists, corporations, and wealthy 
property owners. Big business and monopoly corporations commandeered the state – the 
oxymoronic institution of “representative democracy” -- to advance and protect their own 
minority interests, to suppress the majoritarian opposition, and to quell dissent by any means 
necessary. 

 
Political Repression in the US 
 
"The state is the most flagrant negation, the most cynical and complete negation of humanity." 
Michael Bakunin 

 
From the signing of the Constitution in 1787 (whereby propertied white elites legitimated a new 
class system) to Bush’s anti-Constitutional “signing statements” (which granted him 
unauthorized power) in the post-9/11 era, the US has a long and dark history of suppressing 
rights and liberties.1 The alleged quintessential American right to freedom of speech was not 
mandated with conformism and banality in mind but rather to protect controversial words, 
dissenting opinions, and subversive ideas. While for the US legal system the right to free speech 
often has been interpreted as ending not at the point of defending and advocating violence 
against others, but rather speaking in a way that potentially precipitates it, citizens nonetheless 
enjoy (theoretically) a wide range of expression and behavior under the Constitution.2  



Yet any US citizen who has attempted to exercise their right to free speech in a way that 
expresses dissent, challenges the government or some other system of institutional power, or 
somehow threatens the profits and power of the ruling elites knows that the corporate-state 
system responds malevolently to any provocation, disturbance, or menace with surveillance, 
intimidation, arrest, imprisonment, and even murder. Whether the affront be workers on strike, 
anarchists protesting state power, Black Panthers organizing their communities, peace activists 
denouncing war, environmentalists protecting forests, or animal liberationists exposing 
barbarities inflicted on animals, the corporate-state system responds to dissent and agitation as a 
body’s internal defense mechanisms mobilize to neutralize a viral invader. The system does not 
just routinely shut down free speech and dissent through political repression; it nullifies the 
conditions of citizenship through economic exploitation that enforces taxes, poverty, low-paying 
wages or chronic unemployment, debt slavery, while capitalizing even on the millions of people 
shuttled into the cages of the US prison-industrial complex, which has the highest rate of 
incarceration of any industrialized nation, locking up 1 out of every 100 citizens.3 

 
Key moments in the history of US state repression include: the Alien and Sedition Acts of 

1798 (ostensibly to protect the US from enemy citizens but used to suppress criticism of the 
government and to detain foreign nationals indefinitely); the Espionage Act of 1917 (which made 
acts helping enemies of the US a crime);  the 1918 Sedition Act (that forbade "disloyal, profane, 
scurrilous, or abusive language" toward the government, flag, Constitution, or armed forces 
during times of war, as it also criminalized advocacy of the violent overthrow of the state, 
desertion from the armed forces, resistance to the draft, or membership in anarchist and Leftist 
organizations); the 1918 Anarchist Exclusion Act (used to deport hordes of “radical immigrants” 
opposed to the government or involved in violent actions); the “First Red Scare” of 1917-1920 
(enacted in response to the 1917 Bolshevik revolution and the violent resistance it inspired 
against the US government); the 1919-1920 Palmer Raids (a series of mass arrests of thousands 
of suspected radicals that led to deporting over five hundred foreign nationals); the 1940 Smith 
Act (which made it a criminal offense to “advocate, abet, advise or teach the duty, necessity, 
desirability or propriety of overthrowing the Government of the United States by force or 
violence”); Loyalty Oaths (enforced during the 1940s-1960s which made repudiation of 
radicalism and allegiance to the government a precondition of employment for many teachers, 
state employees, and other workers);4 and the Enemy Aliens Act (applied against foreigners from 
the late 1940s to the late 1950s as a means of deporting dissenters); and the “Second Red Scare” 
of 1947–1957 (erupting over manifold fears relating to communist espionage, Russian 
expansionism and the Soviet testing of a nuclear weapon in 1949, the fall of China to 
communism after the Civil War of 1949, and the Korean War from 1950-1953). All of these 
measures and more prefigured the frontal assault on free speech and the entire range of 
Constitutional rights by the USA PATRIOT Act of 2001 (see below), and are part of a seamless 
history of US political repression of foreigners and citizens alike.5 

 
In the nineteenth century, during the Age of Reform, the positions of university 

professors were imperiled mainly if they spoke against the religious principles of a college, but 
increasingly the main academic sin became voicing criticism of influential corporations, 
defending the interests of labor, or appearing to be sympathetic to communism (all three 
certainly interrelated issues), and major donors to universities often controlled hiring and firing 
procedures in clear cognizance of who says or does what.6 An early academic casualty of the 
hateful dragnets and witchhunts unleashed in the name of anti-communism was Edward Bemis, 
Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of Chicago. Bemis studied corporate 



corruption, advocated municipal ownership of utilities, and supported labor during the massive 
1894 Pullman railroad strike. Bemis also championed academic free speech and, ironically, was 
fired in 1895 for involvement in the Pullman strike, despite his insistence that he encouraged 
workers to end rather than to continue the strike.7 

Richard Ely nearly met the same fate. Ely was an economist and noted figure in the 
Progressive movement, which pressed the state to ameliorate injustices such as brutal factory 
conditions and the exploitation of child labor, but he did not consider himself a socialist. Ely was 
professor of economics at Johns Hopkins University from 1881 to 1892, and thereafter took the 
Chair position in the School of Economics, Political Science and History at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, where he was popular for his unconventional theories and embracing a 
normative and practical approach that sought to improve the lives of those in need. It didn’t take 
long for Oliver E. Wells, a conservative member of the Board of Regents, to act on his instant 
dislike to Ely and move for his dismissal. In a classic, pre-McCarthyesque series of invidious 
moves, Wells leveled false, slanderous, and unsubstantiated charges against Ely, (2) he published 
a letter detailing his base accusations in The New York Times and the New York Post; (3) and he 
fanned the flames of controversy, until (4) he generated enough outside pressure on the 
university to force a vote of termination. Amidst the deliberation process, however, the Board of 
Regents concluded that Bly’s rights of academic freedom trumped alleged ideological crimes, 
and in a Zen-like philosophy of non-interference the Board ruled, in these eloquent and famous 
words: “In all lines of investigation the investigator should be absolutely free to follow the paths 
of truth, wherever they may lead. Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry 
elsewhere, we believe that the great state of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and 
fearless winnowing and sifting by which alone the truth can be found."8 

Ely’s case was an important early victory in the struggle for academic freedom and 
showed that on at least some occasions, professors could prevail over demagogues, capitalists, 
bureaucrats, and the whirl of public controversy.  But the enlightened outlook of Wisconsin’s 
Board of Regent’s was an exception to the rule of the benighted approach of most US 
universities, especially where greed, graft, and venality prevailed over dignity, duty, and honor, 
such as invariably transpired, not coincidentally, when corporate executives sat on university 
boards or university executives operated with a serious conflict of interest between profits and 
principles. In 1900, noted Stanford economic professor, Edward Ross, was fired because his 
critique of the abuse of immigrant labor by exploitative industries threatened the economic 
interests of Mrs. Leland Stanford, a railroad tycoon whose family’s fortune relied heavily 
on importing cheap Chinese labor in defiance of federal law.9	In 1913, an outspoken liberal 
professor at Lafayette, John Mecklin, was forced to resign for the crime of being a 
philosophical relativist and teaching evolution.10	Scott Nearing, a socialist professor of 
economics, was fired from the University of Pennsylvania in 1915, at the beginning of 
World War I. Nearing wrote critical pamphlets such as Great Madness and The Menace of 
Militarism, noting how the war commercialized and turned mass slaughter into a profitable 
investment. Nearing also publicly opposed the use of child labor in coalmines, which led to 
his academic demise when a mine owner on the University of Pennsylvania board of 
trustees pressured the institution’s president to fire him.11 

At the University of Chicago, where John Dewey taught, numerous intellectuals after 
Bemis ran afoul of the administration for their political commitments. John Dewey believed that 
President William Rainey Harper, was “afraid of hurting the feelings of the capitalists … and is 



relatively purblind to the real advances of life.”12 Dewey concluded from the Bemis case that 
“Chicago Univ. is a capitalist institution – that is, it too belongs to the higher classes,” and he 
advised his colleagues in the social sciences to use caution when criticizing the established order 
and to speak in dispassionate tones about controversial issues such as class conflict.13 Whether or 
not he realized the radical implications of his own critique, Dewey had touched on the serious 
question of whether academic freedom is ever possible under capitalism, under any conditions, 
given that corporations and rich capitalists command the entire political and legal machinery of 
“representative democracy.” If ownership and money turned the state into an adjunct of private 
interest, certainly it commandeers administrative influence or control over universities, in a 
promiscuous exchange of money and labor, labor and money. 

Unlike many workers steeled in battle and labor unions strengthened in their struggle 
against the Goliath of capital and state violence, academics were a largely placid and privileged 
bunch that lacked the practical savvy to organize to protect their interests. In the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, professors William Tierney and Vicente Lechuga write, 
“administrative control was paramount and faculty input was nil. Tenure did not exist. Faculty 
meetings, if they did occur, concerned the grading and evaluation of students. If individuals had 
contracts, the terms were dictated by the president of the institution, and professors were 
dismissed at will. Faculty had no input on budgets, buildings, or what their work should be. 
Academic structures such as faculty senates, grievance committees, or promotion and tenure 
committees were nonexistent.”14 This was clearly a dismal situation for academic freedom and 
job security, but thanks to a few visionaries the dynamics soon began to change favorably for 
professors.  

Galvanized by cases such as Bemis and Ross, John Dewey and Arthur O. Lovejoy (who 
quit Stanford in protest over Ross’s treatment) founded the American Association of University 
Professors (AAUP) in 1915. Lovejoy organized dozens of scholars from numerous states to 
attend the first organizational meeting to discuss the rights of scholars in higher education. 
Dewey was the first president (1915-1916) and in his first inaugural address he laid out how the 
organization’s mission was to promote scholarship, not defend violations of academic freedom, 
but once over 30 cases of repression of free speech were reported in the first two years, he 
realized the defense of freedom had to become a key objective for the AAUP, and he appointed a 
committee of 15 members to report on issues of academic repression and tenure. The concept of 
academic freedom had roots in the High Middle Ages when medieval scholastics developed 
critical pedagogical methods to liberate students from authorities in order to feely pursue the 
truth. It was bolstered by the development of science and the rise of economic and political 
liberalism in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and in late nineteenth century Germany was 
articulated as Lehrfreiheit, or the right of a professor to research, teach, and report his findings 
freely in a consenting environment. Nonetheless, academic freedom did not have a strong 
institutional history or even much of a formal definitional and conceptual structure by the time of 
World War I.15  

 
Dewey and Lovejoy set the AAUP on the long and crucial path of institutionalizing free 

speech in a formal tenure system. The new institution of tenure rewarded those who passed a six 
or seven year probationary period, granting them permanent job security (barring gave academic 
misconduct or incompetence). Protection from unfair, arbitrary, and politically-driven attacks 
enabled professors to research, teach, and advocate as they saw fit, without fear or threat of 
reprisal from corporate board members, trustees, politicians, or administration.16 In 1915, the 



AAUP prepared its first document on the “Declaration of Principles on Academic Freedom and 
Academic Tenure,” which evolved into the “1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom 
and Tenure” (revised in 1970). This document argues that the advance of knowledge, the 
instruction of students, the contributions to public service, and the overall quality of a university 
education is directly and inseparably dependent upon the strength of academic freedom.17 
Attacks on academic freedom and faculty autonomy are attacks on the university itself. In 1918, 
the AAUP began to address the problem of gender discrimination against women in higher 
education, and had already broadened its focus to include not only academic repression as a 
political phenomenon, but also an economic dynamic and labor condition. Thus, very early in its 
history, the AAUP took up due process, shared governance, collective bargaining, and the labor 
aspect of academia, and beginning in the 1990s the organization placed great emphasis on the 
super-exploitation of part-time instructors and graduate students.18 

Dewey advanced the concept of academic freedom in response to overweening corporate 
influence in society and the corrupt control of industry and private interest over the pursuit of 
knowledge and the social good. Dewey warned that the “business mind-set” itself is toxic for 
free thinking and progress in knowledge and that the corrosive influence of capital was a threat 
to democracy everywhere. But Dewey saw not only corporate interests as seducing, corrupting, 
and perverting academia in nefarious ways; in the 1940s he warned that the corporatization of 
higher learning had begun whereby universities happily embraced the market paradigm in which 
they ran the campus like a business, on a top-down management model, with the foals being 
efficiency and profit,. For Dewey corporatization did not just spread industry, markets, and 
money around in a slipshod way, but rather in a systemic process that seeks to commandeer 
social institutions like the university and completely redefine their values, goals, and modus 
operandi. Indeed, universities were not just working for corporations, they had themselves 
become corporations, such that their primary concern was no longer to produce beautiful works 
of art, inspiring books of philosophy, or sociological studies of social groups; rather, the 
corporatized university must compete in a cutthroat economic environment that automatically 
transmogrifies knowledge from an individual and socially useful good into a commodity 
produced for profit.19  

These dynamics are causes and consequences of a hyper-capitalism radically reshaping 
the academic landscape, imperiling the integrity of academic freedom and degrading knowledge 
into a base utilitarian function. Given Dewey’s belief that education is vital to producing 
intelligent and well-rounded citizens, we could not only say, with Dewey, that “education is the 
midwife of democracy,” but also that democracy is the midwife of education. Capitalist cultures 
rooted in the dynamics of profit, competition, commodification, and growth devour and destroy 
both democracy and education, and transform a positive dialectic into a negative feedback loop 
in which society yields individuals with a poor education incapable of autonomy and citizenship 
who consequently become the pacified, exploited labor power for totalitarian, corporate-
dominated societies.20 

But no sooner than Dewey wrote his seminal tracts about education as the precondition of 
autonomy, citizenship, democracy, and a flourishing society, the US was entering one of the 
most repressive and terrifying periods in its history (so much so it inspired a veritable genre of 
science fiction films based on aliens and fear), as a new and much larger wave of anti-
communism rolled through society until the late 1950s, causing devastating damage to civil 
liberties.21 This new inquisition era began in 1934, as the Special Committee on Un-American 
Activities, and interrogated thousands of witnesses in various cities about how fascist 



propaganda entered the US and was spread by organizations opposed to the government. The 
focus on fascism, however, shifted to the degree military and political bureaucrats sensed a 
greater emerging threat of communism in Eastern Europe. 

From 1938 to the late 1940s, The House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), 
directed by J. Edgar Hoover and assisted by the FBI, began investigating the Federal Theatre 
Project. They compiled lists of subversive individuals and organizations and subpoenaed 
thousands of individuals to testify in relation to their own alleged communist sympathies and to 
others they thought might be real or potential communists. In 1947 and again in 1951, HUAC 
targeted the Hollywood film industry, believing that the entertainment culture was a major base 
of operations for communist politics and propaganda. In reality, there were plenty of liberals but 
few if any communists  -- a conflation still used to great advantage by rightwing extremists and 
neo-McCarthyites today -- were scarce at best and the industry in fact had bent over backwards 
to excise any possible leftist messages and ended up producing films glorifying US imperialism. 
HUAC called 41 people to testify about their own possible involvement with the Communist 
Party, with each pressured to name names of any known or suspected involvement that their 
friends, colleagues, and/or acquaintances may have with communism. Witnesses who refused to 
testify – such as the famous “Hollywood Ten” -- were cited for contempt of Congress, sentenced 
to six to twelve months in prison, and blacklisted. On the basis of testimony that was true or 
false, direct or indirect, actual or imagined, 320 people were banned from further work in the 
industry; most were unemployable for years to follow and many became instant pariahs by 
acquaintances and friends who recoiled from the stigma of guilt-by-association.22 

While the HUAC witchhunts were underway in the arts and entertainment center on the 
west coast, the same anti-Constitutional inquisition tactics were unfolding on the east coast in 
higher education. The Rapp-Coudert Committee, officially known as the "Joint Legislative 
Committee to Investigate the Educational System of the State of New York," was established in 
1940 to investigate "subversive activities" at public and private colleges in New York. The City 
College of New York (CCNY) was a logical place to initiate draconian attacks, for throughout 
the 1930s CCNY faculty and students led vigorous protests against both fascism and capitalism. 
Many untenured faculty concerned about being terminated for their political views joined or 
formed unions and associations. CCNY students were organized as well, with many part of a 
national student movement affiliated with the Community Party. Remarkably, progressive 
student associations at CCNY conducted mass protests and campus sit-ins that anticipated the 
pivotal free speech and democracy struggles at Berkeley and Columbia (see below) by three 
decades.23  

Moreover, in 1939, CCNY bolstered its reputation as a radical institution by hiring 
British mathematician and philosopher, Bertrand Russell, who was renowned for his analytical 
skills but also infamous for championing pacifism, atheism, and liberal sexuality. As news 
spread of the impeding hire, a gaggle of reactionaries – including members of the Catholic 
Church, the Hearst press, and local politicians – denounced Russell as an immoral, Godless, 
lascivious, corrupter of youth. During this early culture war and ensuing media spectacle, a 
woman named Jean Kay filed suit against the university with the New York Supreme Court on 
the grounds that Russell was morally unfit to teach and his views condoning sex before marriage 
would harm her daughter’s virtue, even though her daughter was not a CCNY student. When 
Kay prevailed in court, CCNY withdrew the offer and an incensed Russell correctly observed 
that he was the victim of “a typical American witch-hunt,” such as dated back to Salem 
Massachusetts in the late seventeenth century.24 Within a year’s time of the Russell hiring fiasco, 



the committee subpoenaed and interrogated more than one hundred CCNY staff, faculty, and 
students on activities allegedly related to the Communist Party; it denounced over eight hundred 
area public school teachers and college faculty members; it pressured the board of higher 
education to adopt new rules forcing employees to testify and “name names” of suspected 
communists or be terminated; and it fired over 60 faculty members at the City College of New 
York.25  

But the repression in New York, as elsewhere, continued uninterrupted into the 1950s, as 
evident by the 1949 New York State Feinberg Law, which prevented members of the Communist 
party from teaching in the public schools and colleges, and stayed on the books until 1967 when 
the US Supreme Court declared such laws unconstitutional. Indeed, led by FBI director J. Edgar 
Hoover, HUAC, and Senator Joseph McCarthy, a so-called “Second Red Scare” emerged full-
blown by the early 1950s, building on the repressive laws, institutions, and mindset of the First 
Red Scare and Rapp-Coudert, while initiating a new and more malevolent wave of deportation of 
foreigners and surveillance and persecution of citizen dissent, real or imagined. With the fascist 
momentum building inexorably throughout the century, no Bill of Rights could stand in the way 
of flagrant violations of the Constitution. “McCarthyism” became the term for a host of 
persecuting actions -- embodied by Senator McCarthy, but utilizing a range of operations that 
preceded him and unfortunately lived through the century and into our own post-9/11 era. 

The tyranny of McCarthyism spread everywhere in academia, from large state schools to 
small private colleges and not sparing the elite Ivy League universities.26 The historical gains 
made in the struggle for academic freedom from 1915 to 1940 were effaced as, like other places 
of employment, loyalty oaths were often required and neither the Constitution nor tenure status 
protected academics from being fired and blacklisted. As David Cole notes, the mere charge of 
disloyalty to the nation sufficed for the state to suspend one’s constitutional protections, as 
would later happen after 9/11 with foreigners (and some US citizens) branded as “enemy 
combatants.” Many academics chose not to cooperate, and roughly seventy tenured or tenure 
track professors were fired during the McCarthy era for non-cooperation or alleged communist 
affiliations, and nearly all found it impossible to secure another teaching job in the US until the 
furies of anti-communist repression abated somewhat in the 1960s.  

Meanwhile, the government continued to exclude droves of suspected communists form 
the country, including Nobel Prize winners such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Pablo Neruda, 
Doris Lessing, and Graham Greene. Apparently these law-abiding artists were not dangerous to 
national security not because of any weapons they might carry in or secrets they could smuggle 
out, but rather because of the freedom, creativity, and intelligence they exhibited, because their 
real power was invisible, transmissible, and crossed any border or security stop. All this was 
menacing enough to a paranoiac, security-obsessed, control-oriented, xenophobic nation state. In 
preparation for the multitudes of communists, subversives, home-grown terrorists, foreign 
operatives, and enemies of the state ready to riot in the streets, Congress built huge detention 
centers in 5 states. These barbed-wired Gulags were erected in 1952, just as a decade after the 
state constructed internment camps for 110, 000 Japanese Nationals and Japanese-Americans, 
but this time the state was looking to lock up its own citizens, as evident by a 1954 FBI list of 26, 
174 “subversives” identified for rapid relocation if necessary.27 Congress repealed the 
authorizations for these political prisons in 1971, but the fascist project of imprisoning citizens 
for even potentially disagreeing with their government has lived on through the decades and 
most recently inspired the Bush administration as a winsome way of dispatching domestic 
terrorists, to be rounded up not by police but the armed forces amidst declaration of martial law.. 



In a seamless transition, just as McCarthyism proper was dying in the late 1950s due to 
McCarthy’s excesses and fatal tactical error of hunting commies in the ranks of the US army, yet 
another wave of anti-leftist political persecution, arguably the most menacing to date, was 
emerging. From 1956 to 1971, as a fierce backlash to democratization and the rise of the “new 
social movements,” FBI, federal, and state police forces teamed up not to facilitate the historical 
strides toward democracy but instead to roll them back and destroy them. Government response 
to millions of Blacks, Browns, students, women, peace activists, and others demanding rights, 
equality, and democracy was not to belatedly and apologetically grant them long delayed justice, 
respect, and full inclusion in society, but rather to restore the peace and order of hierarchical 
harmony. Challenged to beat back not militant leaders or small groups but huge social 
movements, the state and law enforcement unleashed a sophisticated and sweeping search-and-
destroy tactic based on the Counter Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO).28 The victims of FBI 
and US state terrorism ranged from Martin Luther King Jr. and mainstream civil rights groups to 
the Black Panther Party and the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS); from sundry leftist 
orientations to the National Lawyers Guild; from the women’s liberation movement to anti-war 
and anti-nuclear groups. Even peacenik hippies baking bread in their communes were surveilled 
and put on the list for potential detainment inside capitalist concentration camps. The state 
justified the destruction of democracy as necessary to save democracy; it ran roughshod 
over the Constitution in the name of patriotism; it provoked chaos in society in order to 
restore order; it used illegal methods to go after suspected lawbreakers; it psychologically 
and physically injured potentially “dangerous” or “harmful” activists; and the FBI agents 
and Chicago police entrusted to preserve the peace murdered Black Panther leader Fred 
Hampton in his sleep. 

And while the state gassed, beat, clubbed, jailed, and murdered the harbingers of change 
in the streets, reactionary dragnets swept into the universities. As ever more professors supported 
the anti-war movement’s call for US soldiers to leave Vietnam, over 20 state legislatures passed 
resolutions to dismiss faculty critics of US policy and to remove free speech protections from the 
tenure, but to their credit university administrators firmly opposed and defeated these assaults on 
tenure and civil liberties, a backbone hardly evident in the spineless academic response to the far 
more serious threats to academic freedom after 9/11. While women and minorities were 
beginning to break into the white male enclave of academia, it was business as usual for political 
radicals. In 1971, for instance, Marxist theorist Bertell Ollman’s bid for the position of Chair of 
the Department of Political Science at the University of Maryland was unanimously approved by 
broad faculty review, but President John Toll, buckling to external pressure, overrode their vote 
of confidence, defied the principle of diversity, and rejected Ollman for a politically safe 
appointee.29  

Toll’s cowardly hatchet job came two years after one of the most famous cases of 
academic repression in US history, when UCLA philosophy professor Angela Davis, a former 
Black Panther and protégé of Herbert Marcuse, was fired for her communist politics. Ronald 
Reagan, Governor of California and head of the Board of Regents, vowed that Davis would 
never work for the state education system, and he dredged up a 1940 resolution (already 
rescinded by both California and US Supreme Courts), that barred members of the Communist 
Party from teaching at a state university. On June 19, 1970, acting without legal authority, 
Reagan wrote this chilling note to all UC faculty: 

 



This memorandum is to inform everyone that, through extensive court cases and 
rebuttals, Angela Davis, Professor of Philosophy, will no longer be a part of the 
UCLA staff. As head of the Board of Regents, I, nor the board will not tolerate 
any Communist activities at any state institution. Communists are an 
endangerment to this wonderful system of government that we all share and are 
proud of. Please keep in mind that in 1949 it was reaffirmed that any member of 
the Communist Party is barred from teaching at this institution. 
 
Cordially [!], 
Ronald Reagan, Governor30 

 
UCLA faculty condemned the decision as an illegal assault on academic freedom. Amidst 

a heated campus dispute, Davis was framed and placed on the FBI's Top Most Wanted List for 
charges of kidnapping three San Quentin prisoners and supplying the gun that killed four people 
during the incident, thereby driving her underground until her later arrest. Her sensationalist trial 
captured international attention until her acquittal in 1972, and Davis subsequently became an 
honored tenured professor and Chair of the History of Consciousness Department at the 
University of California, Santa Cruz.31  

 
Despite the Church Committee reports of the mid-1970s that documented stunning 

abuses of power by US intelligence agencies in COINTELPRO and clandestine operations in 
decades prior, and despite the abolition of HUAC in 1975, nothing changed in the tactics and 
goals of state repression except that the FBI sought new technological means and legal loopholes 
to continue carrying out their main mission. Just as the CIA’s task it to destroy democracies 
abroad, so the FBI is entrusted to decimate social movements at home.32 Officially terminated in 
April 1971, COINTELPRO – and all other variations on McCarthyism and repression of dissent 
-- merely continued under a different name. During the next two decades, the FBI targeted 
groups such as the Committee in Solidarity with the People of El Salvador (CISPES), the 
American Indian Movement, anti-globalization struggles, Earth First!, the Animal Liberation 
Front (ALF), the Earth Liberation Front (ELF), and Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty (SHAC), a 
militant direct action anti-vivisectionist group.33 Although the FBI has always been a rogue force 
virtually unregulated by Congress and the courts, the events of September 11, 2001 granted law 
enforcement carte blanche authority for “homeland security” and the gloves came off in an 
aggressive bare-knuckled attack on virtually every form of protest and dissent (see below). 

. 
On Academic Freedom 

As we saw, while it had a earlier history dating back to medieval times, the concept of “academic 
freedom” was not carefully elaborated or institutional to any significant degree until 1915, as 
Dewey, Lovejoy, and others became aware of  the fast-growing influence of corporations on 
universities, such that company presidents sitting on higher education boards were exerting an 
intimidating influence and often economic threats to hire and fire anyone unfriendly to business, 
too sympathetic to labor, or simply just too liberal overall.34 The concept of academic freedom 
was developed not only for the negative purpose of warding off insidious threats from within the 
university and from outside interests, but also for the positive purpose of protecting the right to 
free speech and recognizing the direct relationships between academic freedom, the quality of 
higher education, and a democratic society. Academic freedom is not a constitutional right, 
although quite rightly some recent Supreme Court judges have interpreted it as implicit within 



the First Amendment and so by extension academics have a constitutional right to academic 
freedom.35 Academic freedom is important in any democratic institutional setting, but especially 
so in higher education. In colleges and universities, academic freedom is not a dispensable 
luxury, a bonus, or a principle that applies only on occasion; it is, rather, the key precondition for 
knowledge and learning to take place at all, for faculty and students; it is the oxygen of 
intellectual life and the legitimating concept of the university system as that unique institution 
specializing in the highest levels of teaching and learning.36 
 
 Knowledge cannot advance within conditions of intimidation, self-censorship, constraint, 
and penalties; in this stifling environment, knowledge dies; in an atmosphere of freedom, respect, 
diversity, tolerance, and open dialogue and debate, in contrast, knowledge grows and thrives. 
True for both faculty and students, knowledge and learning require freedom of speech, such that 
one can experiment with ideas, test them in concrete interaction with others, unperturbed by 
artificially imposed ideological and political constraints. If able to proceed without intimidation 
or threat for controversial or unorthodox views, thinking can be as it must be: bold not timid; 
imaginative not blinkered; fearless not fearful; courageous, not obeisant. The guarantees of the 
tenure system are crucial, for real insight and questioning often burrows through arcane or 
unknown paths, such as the inquiry that led Einstein (as a high school student) to ask a surreal 
and seemingly unthinkable question, “What is the speed of light?” – a question that led him 
toward his general theory of relativity. Decades later, in an equally bizarre (to common sense) 
reply to Einstein’s macro-theory, Niels Bohr proved Einstein wrong on key counts by boldly 
insisting the counter-intuitive, seemingly impossible (according to the Aristotelian theory that 
A=A, and something other than itself), that light can be both particle and wave.  

 
Thought must be free to upset not only intellectual orthodoxy, but social and political 

dogmas as well, and thus to be critical, controversial, radical, and shocking if need be (as 
Nietzsche’s atheism and Darwin’s theory of natural selection were in the nineteenth century and 
Russell’s liberal sexuality was in the mid-twentieth century. Finally, as thinking is organically 
linked (if rightly understood) to doing, freedom of speech must allow one the right to act on 
one’s beliefs and convictions, and so professors have every right to be citizens with particular 
values and political views that inform their politics, practices, and commitments. 

 
Academic freedom is freedom from politically motivated intimidation tactics and punitive 

actions and freedom to speak, write, teach, and act as one chooses. Academic freedom of speech 
is a subset of First Amendment protected speech, yet it is different in that it is exercised in a 
college or university setting where freedom is bound up with certain professional codes of duty. 
Thus -- a crucial point that rightwing critics of liberal/left professors consistently fail to grasp 
and acknowledge -- just as freedom in general is never absolute, so academic freedom is not 
unlimited, and, as emphasized by the AAUP from the start, cannot be uncoupled from academic 
responsibility.37 Academic freedom is a right so long as it is practices also as a duty to: (1) 
respect relevant standards and ethical practices in research and teaching, such as to teach 
materials relevant to the topic of the course and (2) to respect students as individuals with their 
own ideas. Regarding the first point, a professor may certainly express his or her own moral 
values or political views, but must recognize that these are far more relevant, for instance, to an 
ethics or political theory course than to an anatomy or statistics class. As to the second point, a 
professor cannot rightly enforce his or her views as the truth, reject student ideas out of hand, 
nor, certainly, mock and belittle students if they are not “intelligent” enough to see the “truth” as 
possessed by the professor.  



 
But none of these specific duties mean that a professor cannot argue his or her own point 

or view, and challenge and disagree with the student, no less than students have the right to 
disagree with and challenge their professors. Indeed, in some important sense, this critical 
dialogue between professor and students is a vital component of the educational experience, and 
no good teach or student would try to close this down in favor of some rigid ideology or dogma. 
Moreover, a professor best respects a student’s mind and autonomy by arguing, challenging, and 
forcing the student to clarify a position and think in new ways. Another point conveniently 
overlooked in the conservative attacks on liberal or left professors is that while professors do 
indeed have duties to treat students respectfully, so too do students with rights also have duties to 
treat their professors respectfully, to speak to the topic at hand, and to advance class discussion. 
Too often, however, conservative students – egged on and/or paid by conservative watch groups 
– simply target liberal professors, rudely attack them, assume they know the truth and deride the 
ignorance of their professors, bring up issues irrelevant to the class, and completely disrupt the 
dialogue and classroom learning environment (see below). 

 
 Despite the hatchet-job stereotypes of demagogues like David Horowitz (see below), the 

vast majority of professors do not dogmatically require students to toe their own ideological line, 
but rather raise controversial and topical issues to initiate the free and experimental expression of 
ideas in a classroom that respects different points of view, and faculty review boards both protect 
academic freedom and enforce academic responsibilities.38 Whereas the attention in the culture 
wars has been professors allegedly harassing students, it is more often the case that conservative 
students are harassing their professors.39 

 
There is no academic freedom in the abstract; it is an ideal realized in varying degrees by 

different universities at specific times. If academic freedom involves the right of professors (and 
students) academics to research, publish, teach, speak, and lead political lives as they choose, 
then academic repression is the manifold denial and negation of this right, such that professors 
are hassled, penalized, and often fired for holding unorthodox, nonconformist, critical, 
controversial, and dissenting views relating to topics ranging from US imperialism and Israeli 
state terrorism to animal liberation, anarchism, and radical pedagogy. If since its inception, the 
Bill of Rights has been systematically violated, if the lawmakers invariably are the lawbreakers, 
if freedom of speech and association is a myth in society as a whole, why should one think there 
is any freedom in the hallowed halls of academia? If corporations have dominated every sector 
and institution of this society, and the military and armed forces have spread into the fabric of the 
economy, social life, and foreign policy, why should one expect academia somehow to be a 
protected site or sacred space whose ancient and noble ideals are uncorrupted by the vulgar 
affairs of commerce and imperialism?  

 
The idea of enlightened minds pursuing knowledge and wisdom in truth-seeking, non-

distorted, earnest, and open forms of inquiry (Habermas’ utopian paradigm of “communicative 
rationality”) is consoling and pleasurable to entertain, but it is a hoary old myth and a 
dangerously naïve piece of fiction. The serene “internal” model of academia as its own self-
referential universe occludes the truth of the “external” model that exposes the intimate 
relationship between knowledge and power; the ubiquity of hierarchical relations stretching up 
and down the bureaucratic chain of command; corporatization and corrupting scent of money; 
the petty Machiavellian power games that play out in all departments; the portentous primate 
behaviors of ambitious administrators and Homo academicus; the narcissistic egomania of 



anemic academics convinced of their own brilliance, relevance, and absolute right to detach 
themselves from a world in unprecedented social and ecological crisis so they may float in the 
clouds with fellow solipsists; and the typically inverse relationship between professors’ level of 
learning and their degree of humanity, compassion, and moral integrity. 

 
To be sure, as human beings are not ethereal beings without bodies, interests, and deep 

roots in social life and natural evolution, the university is more like a battlezone than a grazing 
pasture, a prisonhouse than a polis. And while the prevailing corporate values and political 
ideologies favor conformity and acquiescence, the threat of the Id of subversion, counter-
hegemony, and anti-hierarchy and the pulse of resistance, rebellion, and revolution, always 
threaten to break through. Try as they do, the corporate and administrative overlords of colleges 
and universities cannot completely contain the contradiction that threatens to do them in – the 
will to truth (as taught in many disciplines) turned against itself, such that the training of critical 
minds become critical enough to recognize that the academic and social Emperors have no 
clothes. Thus, since institutions of “higher learning” train students to think, discriminate, reason, 
and judge there is an inherent danger that colleges and universities could produce critiques of 
capitalist society and the contradiction this system poses to a social life that is happy, free, and 
sane, and to a planetary ecology that is balanced, diverse, and sustainable. The possibility that 
critical thinking, resistance, or boredom might break out – such as it did in US universities in the 
1960s, in Paris 1968, or the December 2008 riots sweeping through Athens, Greece – requires 
the threat of disorder to be contained and controlled by the bureaucratic cryptkeepers and 
functionaries of the state, lest academia produce its own gravediggers or breed a generation of 
malcontents and radical philosophes.  

 
Although rooted in competition and the commodification of all things including ideas, in 

practice capitalism evolved into a closed system of control, centralization, and monopolization; 
just as the economy is dominated by a few corporate giants, so ideology is homogenized as a 
limited range of ideas. If the practice of capitalism stayed true to the theory, a thousand 
ideologies would bloom in university classrooms and students could freely chose among the 
“marketplace” of ideas that vie for their attention. Radicals would not only be tolerated but in 
fact would be hired specifically for the purpose of enhancing faculty diversity and ideological 
competitiveness. But of course capitalism is a power system that must reproduce itself, and so its 
assorted potentates seek to gag not give voice to subversive ideologies. Elites fear radical 
critiques because they understand at some level the weakness and vulnerability of their 
repressive system to fundamental criticism.  

 
One tactic of suppression draws upon the university and the school systems at all levels, 

as “education” institutions are a core part of what Marxist theorist Louis Althusser called the 
“state ideological apparatus.”40 In this conservative and normalizing role of social reproduction, 
academe perpetuates and legitimates capitalist ideologies; rather than shaping the “critical 
reason” that spawns dissent and drives social change, it moulds the “instrumental reason” and 
skills relevant for global capitalist markets (see below).41 A paradoxical logic binds academic 
freedom/repression into capitalist ideology. As Marx noted that the universal discourses of 
rights, democracy, and freedom served as mystifying ideologies that disguised particular 
interests in the form of general interests, that served the interests of an elite minority not the 
social majority, and consequently that prevailed only in theory but not in practice, so too the 
concept of academic freedom is often merely an alibi for the machinery of academic repression. 
Thus, as Ollman writes, “[T]he conditions of modern capitalist society have turned the practice 



of academic freedom into academic repression and used the ideal to cover its tracks.”42 The 
concept of “academic freedom,” in other words, is batted about as if it were real and substantive, 
but it serves to obfuscate the realities of contemporary university life, such as rooted in the 
suppression of critical thought, the hyper-exploitation of part-time instructors and graduate 
students, and the absorption and academe into the larger constellation of corporate-military 
power. The concept of academic freedom, moreover, assumes an illusory equality of conditions 
in which people exercise their freedom, but this equality is a fiction as freedom is meaningful 
only as a discursive practice, not merely as a want or ideal.  

 
Two key qualifications are in order here. First, to be absolutely clear: academic freedom 

is not only a fiction and myth, it does exist in varying form according to time, place, and 
situation. Our claim is not that there is no academic freedom, but that academic freedom – and 
our rights and liberties in general – is rapidly disappearing as the US continues its perilous 
decline into tyranny and fascism, and that a host of forces on the right, wolves dressed in sheep’s 
clothing, are hell-bent on hastening this degeneration until rightwing extremism rules with an 
iron fist and critical thinking and dissent are squashed, assailed, and the marginal spaces the exist 
still today for freedom of speech are crushed by the encroaching walls of the garrison state. 
Second, while Ollman correctly highlights the economic conditioning and class politics operating 
in the university today, his position, as true of many Marxists, is reductionist. In academia, it is 
not only economic constraints that operate, but also political restraints policing and suppressing 
unorthodox views, as well as prejudicial ideologies that suppress racial, gender, sexual, and other 
forms of diversity and difference (see below). 

 
Should the university become a carnivalesque (in the Mikhail Bakhtin’s sense) political 

scene and a volatile site of critique and dissent, the corporate-state-university complex deploys a 
second tactic of control, which is not the preferred means of domination through consensus but 
rather the more overt forms of power manifested in political repression. It is important to 
distinguish among state repression, political repression, and academic repression, given that they 
are all different, although often interrelated and overlapping, forces of control. State repression, 
for instance, may take the form of attacking labor unions that strike for higher wages, which 
involves both economic and political coercion by protecting capitalist industries through 
suppressing political activity. State repression and political repression, therefore, are closely 
linked dynamics and concepts. Similarly, while political repression typically entails state 
repression, as when the FBI and police are involved, universities have a relative autonomy from 
the state and readily take it upon themselves to monitor and attack radical ideology and 
oppositional politics in the faculty and student bodies. To be sure, except for “private” schools 
such as Princeton or Harvard, universities literally are state institutions – state funded and 
answerable to state government -- but political repression is a broader concept than state 
repression. 
 
The Logic of Academic Repression 
 
Academic repression – not a thing in itself but a force exercised by specific individuals in 
institutional relations -- manifests in an endless variety of forms, and thus may sometimes be 
hard to detect. It affects both job candidates seeking entry into the professoriate and those 
working within the system at any level. It can hit part-time and full-time instructors, adjunct and 
contingent staff, the non-tenured and tenured, and assistant, associate, and full professors, 
although of course in different ways with the non-tenured and part time being the most 



vulnerable. Academic repression targets critical and radical scholarship and activism in 
manifold ways, including discriminating against job candidates, denial of tenure or promotion, 
demotion (e.g., from department chair back to the ranks of faculty), and firing tenured professors 
like Ward Churchill. Conservatives can be victimized by liberals or radicals, just as liberals and 
radicals can be treated unjustly by conservatives; the political orientations are polar opposites but 
the mechanism of repression are the same – targeting someone not for academic shortcomings 
but rather for not passing a political litmus test or. Whether the injustice moves from left to 
right or from right to left, it is equally wrong – although, rightwing bellyaching and hypocrisy 
aside, it is undeniably the case that critical liberal and left scholars are repressed far more often 
and severely than conservatives who harmonize with the 
capitalist/jingoist/patriarchal/homophobic/Christian status quo. Academic freedom, in other 
words, is not a right/left or conservative/liberal/radical issue, it is rather a strong matter of 
concern for all scholars, whatever their ideological orientation. And thus it must be underscored 
that academic freedom is not a liberal, leftists, or progressive issue, certainly, it is rather a matter 
of ultimate concern for all scholars, whatever, their race, ethnicity, gender, or political beliefs. 
However else they may disagree, academics of any persuasion ought to support those with 
different or contrary approaches, not join the attack, for academic repression anywhere is a threat 
to academic freedom everywhere. 
 

Academic repression knows no disciplinary boundaries; it can certainly draw a bead on 
controversial discourse in philosophy, history, and literary studies, but it can also affect the more 
“objective” and “factual-oriented” areas in the “hard sciences” when the “facts” become 
controversial and politically charged – as when Bush’s Lysenkoesque henchmen –overriding 
internal academic review to direct academic repression through state repression -- censored the 
important work of James Hansen and other NASA scientists documenting accelerating human-
caused global warming processes.43 Repression, more over, does not just silence unorthodox, 
controversial, and radical ideas, it can also attack unconventional methods, research paradigms, 
and theoretical perspectives (as Anglo-American and positivist philosophy faculty may unfairly 
deny tenure to Continental or postmodern theorists out of bias and spite rather than logically 
valid criticism).  

 
As cases such as Assistant Professor Norman Finkelstein and Full Professor Ward 

Churchill show (see below), university presidents can fire faculty at all levels, but these hit jobs 
are brutal and messy, particularly difficult to do against a tenured professor, and leave a damning 
trail of political DNA. Thus, in the case of Steven Best’s demotion from Chair of Philosophy at 
the University of Texas-El Paso, the dirty work was executed by his department colleagues who, 
in cooperation with a compliant administration, justified their putsch in terms of alleged 
professional inadequacies rather than naked political differences (see Kahn in this volume). 
Academic repression can be blatant and heavy-handed in this manner, but it can also be subtle or 
invisible, taking the shape of normalizing influences that pressure scholars to conform to 
apolitical conventions or to widespread prejudices that “true” scholarship is always objective, 
detached, and impartial, and never partisan, political, and linked to society and practice. Indeed, 
the long tenure process is inherently repressive as every assistant professor seeking promotion 
knows to play it safe and avoid controversy. Once tenure is secured and the studiously cautious 
professor has job security and greater protection for free speech, but he or she is already strongly 
conditioned to be apolitical and sets to worry about getting the next promotion, award, or grant 
money and the institutional biases against radical or controversial research, teaching, and politics 
never end. Thus, academic repression occurs when the state, political groups, or the university 



administration attempts to muzzle the outspoken through punitive actions, but it also occurs – all 
too effectively -- when fearful, self-concerned professors censor themselves for purposes of 
career advancement. One need not be demoted, failed to be promoted, or fired for academic 
repression to manifest, it is enough to be marginalized or treated with disdain. It does not require 
the actual exercise of power, it operates on the mere hint, suggestion, or threat of slapdown, and 
it thrives in the chilling afterglow of its prior victims whom the state and university 
administrations uphold to say: “Be careful, or the head on this stake could be yours.” 

 
Academic/political repression certainly stem from forces inside higher education 

(colleagues, administration, boards, regents, and trustees), but in our neo-McCarthyite era (see 
below) it increasingly flows from tyrannical meddlers outside the institution (such as politicians, 
rightwing interest groups, conservative media, lobbyists, donors, alumni, and individual 
crusaders such as Alan Dershowitz or David Horowitz and his corporate backers). Once again, 
academic repression has a profound economic nature and context, as evident -- to give two stark 
but not uncommon examples -- when corporations with a vested interest in university research 
and pressure the administration to fire a critic of their policies and research content or practices, 
as happened in 2003 when Novartis strong-armed the University of California at Berkeley to fire 
biotechnology critic Ignacio Chapela. An equally stark case of economic/academic repression 
involves the breathless rush of universities to replace tenured professors with adjuncts, contract, 
and part-time instructors, with the cheapest labor being graduate students, thereby considerably 
boosting the profits they make off each person enrolled in a class, which can add up to sizeable 
numbers.44 Academic repression, in fact, is a given within capitalist social relations, given that 
commodification imperatives instrumentalize knowledge and corporatization dynamics 
proletarianized the workforce – and thus academic freedom is an ideal only realizable in a post-
capitalist, fully democratically managed economic and social system. 

 
But academic repression transcends, and cannot be reduced to, economic issues such as 

capitalism, class, exploitation, profit, and competition, for there are independent causes, 
dynamics, and operations of different regimes of power, such as involve patriarchy, racism, 
homophobia, ablism, and speciesism. These are specific logics and systems of hierarchy which 
certainly operate with capitalism and class domination as part of a Hydra-headed monster of 
power. But the domination of men over women, whites over people of color, heterosexual over 
LGBT, and able-bodied people over “disabled” originate and operate in a way that no “class 
consciousness” theory or “class struggle” politics can adequately address on their own. 

 
Just as well, the task of understanding different forms of academic repression cannot be 

reduced to political oppression, for typically when “minority” groups are denied promotions, 
rejected in the hiring process, or even barred from consideration as qualified students, this does 
not stem from economic or political repression, in the sense of financial incentives and class 
oppression or political values. It is often, rather, strategic and blatant discrimination based on 
gender, race, sexual preference, age, nationality, religion, culture, ethnicity, and physical/mental 
abilities; therefore it is not only exploitation or political hegemony, it is sexism, racism, ageism, 
nationalism, homophobia, and ablism. Such prejudicial repression (which may or may not be 
conscious and intentional) involves discrimination and is bound up with so-called “identity 
politics,” whereby individuals victimized by oppression articulate and boldly assert their identity, 
history, culture, or “subject position” against dominant or mainstream identities (e.g., white, 
male, heterosexual). For when minorities are brushed aside, turned down, barred from being a 
serious applicant, denied interviews or glibly dismissed during or after them, hired on unequal 



terms in relation to peers, fire or not promoted without just cause, politics may not even enter 
into the mind of the academic repressor. He or she is far less concerned whether the applicant is 
conservative or liberal, Christian or atheist, free-market champion or socialist, than whether the 
person is male or female, white or of color, straight or gay, “normal” or “abnormal.  Indeed, 
despite the cloying lip service paid to “diversity,” all too often administrators and faculty do not 
respect or seek a plurality of ideas, politics, or racial/gender/sexual backgrounds. Instead, the 
entrenched gatekeepers block entrance or promotion to those deemed too “different,” while they 
weed out non-conformist modes of thinking through standardized testing and measuring 
procedures, evaluating individuals according to their degree of “fit” to pre-determined norms and 
standards. 
 
From Purple Haze to Days of Rage: Student Power and the 1960s 
 
"A spectre is haunting our universities -- the spectre of a radical and militant nationally 
co-ordinated movement for student power." Carl Davidson, SDS 
 
As the commodification of society spread to its outer bounds in the 1960s, and a post-war 
consumer culture exploded and co-opted the anti-materialist counter-culture, something utterly 
new happened after World War II, stemming from the rise of the military to an increasingly 
prominent role in US economic and political systems.45 In his startling and prescient 1961 
Farewell Address to the Nation, President Eisenhower warned that “we must guard against the 
military industrial complex” and the threat that militarization, violence, chronic war, and a 
power/money-engorged armed forces apparatus poses to civil liberties, democracy, safety, peace, 
and the integrity of higher learning. Clearly, the emerging super-industry of weapons production 
and armaments evolved only through a growing interlocking relation between the military and 
corporate sectors, making war, weaponry, and killing a highly profitable enterprise. Universities 
merged with the corporate-military system in a mutually beneficial relationship, whereas 
universities profited handsomely from research and development contracts – whether to build 
computers, develop napalm and space-based weapons, or methods for pacifying populations 
matter not – as the corporate-military sector mined universities for advanced research and cheap 
labor. Although, as Giroux notes, Eisenhower excised from his speech the phrase “military-
industrial-academic-complex,” the reference to universities is implicit, as the post-war, 
postindustrial world shifted focus from the manufacture of goods to the production of knowledge 
for the development of science and technology.46  

As state funding began to precipitously decline, universities became ever-more reliant 
on and addicted to corporate funding and military research; they began to lose their autonomy, 
dilute and betray their higher missions, and become swallowed ever deeper into the bowels of 
capitalism.47 While corporations certainly wielded strong influence in universities at least since 
the late nineteenth century, their power spread viral-like throughout so radically throughout the 
host body that universities did not just adopt corporate ideologies and serve corporate needs and 
agendas, they themselves became corporations. Increasingly, colleges and universities 
abandoned their mission to shape broad-minded citizens and enhance the public good in order to 
enter into mutually advantageous relationships with the most violent and powerful exploitative 
forces on the planet. 

But a significant counterforce was emerging parallel to these changes in the structure of 
capitalist society. Across the nation, in the midst of a corporate-military nihilism that valued only 



what stoked the engines of power and profit, the “silent generation” of 1950s students were 
becoming sharply politicized in organized acts of rebellion against racism, capitalism, 
imperialism, patriarchy, war, authoritarianism, hierarchy, and other social evils. Just as 
universities were being taken over by the military-industrial complex, students were becoming 
an increasingly powerful social force and taking over universities. As in the mid-nineteenth 
century the abolitionist movement was the catalyst for other political movements such as the 
suffragettes, so the civil rights movement of the mid-twentieth century provided the impetus and 
matrix spawning other social struggles, including the New Left and the “new social movements” 
(including students, feminism, people of color, gay and lesbian, and peace) that rattled the 
foundations of a complacent corporate society. 

Founded in 1960 by Southern college students, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) organized sit-ins against segregated businesses, launched voter-registration 
drives, and created the Freedom Riders – an integrated group of courageous students who 
challenged laws or customs enforcing apartheid-like segregation in nearly every are of social life. 
Youth involved in SNCC and other civil rights organizations such as CORE (Congress of Racial 
Equality) were critical forces in the civil rights struggle and social change generally. The battle 
against segregation in employment, housing, restaurants, hospitals, and countless other areas of 
life unavoidably spilled over into the education sector, where poverty and racism thwarted 
Blacks from getting through high school, let alone obtaining a quality university education.48 A 
landmark victory on the path to end legalized segregation in schooling emerged from Brown v. 
Board of Education, the 1954 Supreme Court decision that unanimously overruled the 1986 
decision, Plessy v. Ferguson -- which embedded the contemptible "Jim Crow" notion of 
"separate but equal" into American law and institutions -- and found it to be in violation of the 
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Another key legislative change was the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, which outlawed racial segregation in schools, public areas, and places 
of employment, and also created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to adjudicate 
workplace issues such as fair treatment and sexual harassment. The Voting Rights Act of 1965 
was significant as well, for it dispensed with poll taxes, literacy tests, and other blatant obstacles 
to Blacks’ exercising their right to vote.  

Following the stimulating lead of Black youth in SNCC and CORE (and often 
volunteering in these groups), privileged white students were also rebelling -- not because they 
were poor and exploited, but because they were affluent and alienated. Uninspired by soulless 
consumerism, dreary schooling, and hollow expectations, growing numbers of white youth 
contested racial discrimination, economic inequality, oppressive authoritarianism, and the 
menacing threat of nuclear annihilation which they blamed on the US. Across the nation 
thousands of placid, soporific, and dreary campuses morphed into sites of intense energy and 
struggle, as thousands of idealistic, altruistic, and visionary youth organized political groups such 
as the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), which had roots in early twentieth century 
socialist education organizations. The SDS mushroomed into a huge national organization to 
become the leading student anti-war group on many campuses. They held their first annual 
meeting in 1960, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and at their debut 1962 convention they adopted their 
famous Port Huron statement, a passionate and visionary tract that calls for remarking the world 
through nonviolent civil disobedience and participatory democracy. 

Cognizant of the dramatic changes wrought by the rising military-industrial complex, 
SDS noted that “modern universities are little more than the training and research branches of the 
capitalist imperialist system.” These dull-grey “knowledge factories” insidiously "absorb young 



people and prepare them for obedience and bureaucratic tasks through objective, value-free, 
technique-oriented courses … Proof of the fact that U.S. universities have shifted their purpose 
from helping young people become independent, creative, sensitive intellectuals to turning out 
cogs in the system is manifold.” Where “the day-to-day practice of our schools is authoritarian, 
conformist, and almost entirely status-oriented…higher education produces boredom, a feeling 
of alienation, and a sense of irrelevance.” In these conditions, students “feel powerless, 
manipulated. Students are like the exploited factory-hands of the 19th century sweatshops.”  

The corporatization of higher education was antithetical to the cultivation of critical 
thinking, value formation, ethical philosophy, and fostering the autonomy and citizenship skills 
necessary for a functioning democracy. Instead, the university – more so than ever – became a 
site of social production and reproduction of laborers for the global capitalist market. 
Universities had become part of the “one dimensional society” (Marcuse) devoid of critical 
reason and autonomous selves. Building on the Marxist insight that “education” is a euphemistic 
mask for indoctrination, SDS member Carl Davidson noted that the “`the core of the university, 
with its frills removed, has become the crucible for the production, formation, and socialization 
of the new working class,” while the elites of capitalism were trained in university departments 
such as law, political science, business administration, and military science…. [the university]  
has become the crucible for the production, formation, and socialization of the new working 
class.”49 

But clearly there was another aspect to campus life, for it was at universities that students 
organized, protested, led teach-ins, became politicized, and transformed a repressive institution 
into a Deweyan “laboratory” of citizenship and the development of radical thought and politics. 
And yet, Davidson rightly stressed, true academic freedom requires genuine social freedom, and 
as capitalist is rabidly opposed to the democratic conditions that would by definition take down 
its brutal empire, there is no possibility of “academic freedom” or a “free university” in 
capitalism, just as the concept of “socialism in one country” was absurd. Thus, Davidson wrote, 
"'We should always remember that we cannot liberate the university without radically changing 
the rest of society."50 

Another crucial expression of student radicalism with great consequence for academic 
freedom and society generally erupted in the fall of 1964 at the University of California-
Berkeley. A number of students, including Jack Weinberg and Mario Savio, had contested the 
campus ban on political activity and fundraising on campus, but the “Berkeley Free Speech 
Movement” began on the evening of October 1, when campus police arrested Weinberg at a 
CORE table for failure to show identification. Before police could drive him away, Savio jumped 
onto the car and led an impromptu protest, as 3,000 students blocked the vehicle for 32 hours 
during which they voiced their discontent. For the next two months, students occupied the 
administration building and when police moved in on December 3 to arrest the students, the 
resulting protest nearly shut down the campus. In January 1965, Chancellor Martin Meyerson, 
forced into concessions, designated restricted places and times for discussions and literature 
tables, thereby opening a space for student activism that grew ever wider. Elected to state 
Governor in the fall of 1966, Ronald Reagan vowed to “clean up the mess at Berkeley,” but it 
was already too late as the Berkeley free speech movement helped to spawn the anti-war and 
civil liberties struggles and shaped the 60s milieu for the US and other Western nations.51 

Another major free speech and student protest event came about in 1967 at Columbia 
University, precipitated by SDS activist Bob Feldman’s discovery of library documents detailing 



the school’s lucrative role in weapons research with the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA), a 
think-tank for the Department of Defense, providing a vivid example of the academic-military-
industrial complex at work.52 From April 1967 to April 1968, students waged a vocal anti-war 
campaign and demanded that the university end all weapons-related research, while SDS sought 
to advance a larger struggle for participatory democracy and to establish the university “as a base 
for movements to educate, radicalize, and mobilize the community as a whole for change.”53 In 
1968, students opened up a second front in their battle with Columbia, in order to stop plans to 
build a gymnasium on the grounds of Morningside Park. On April 23, 1968, after a second clash 
with the police, SDS leader Mark Rudd initiated an occupation of Hamilton Hall, which housed 
the administration offices, and students commenced a prolonged sit-in which soon spread to 
other buildings on campus including Lowe Library.54 With key parts of the campus held down, 
students issued demands for Columbia to break ties with IDA, to end construction at 
Morningside Park, and to provide amnesty for all students involved in the lockdowns. On April 
30, the university’s response came in the form of the NYPD storming in and aggressively 
dragging students out of occupied buildings. The toll came to this: 700 students arrested, 150 
injured, and 30 suspended. But the protests and arrests continued throughout May, until the 
university agreed to sever ties with IDA or to cancel plans to pave Morningside Park. 

As the Columbia protests were winding down, the far more turbulent “May 68” events in 
Paris were gaining momentum with escalating protests, riots, strikes, and clashes with students, 
workers, university administration, industries, and police. In the short but exhilarating span of a 
decade, student radicals had changed the world, and academic life would never be the same. To 
be sure, during the 60s many professors were politically involved in issues such as the anti-war 
campaign, but the groundwork for advancing academic and social freedom was laid down by 
students, not professors, by young adults who were not attached to any system; who didn’t have 
homes, assets, careers, and reputations to protect; and who escaped the gravitational pull of 
egoism and conformity to boldly pursue their desires and dreams.  
 
Culture Wars, Round I: 1960-2001 
 
Amidst the 1960s and its aftermath, there was a brief yet unprecedented burst of mass political 
energy focused on resisting authority, challenging and hierarchical society, defying the US 
imperialist war machine, exposing the bankruptcy of academia, ripping apart the hypocrisy of 
American capitalism as the pinnacle of “civilization,” and generating a counterculture subversive 
in everything from its hair style, fashion, rock beats, drug use, and search for alternative modes 
of thinking and consciousness. Conservative hegemony was threatened for the first time from a 
phalanx of anti-establishment forces and through a large-scale social upheaval directed against 
the old order. The onslaught of new lifestyles, cultures, theories, critical methods, and pioneering 
radical analysis of US capitalism, imperialism, racism, sexism, authority, and hierarchy of 
virtually any kind set the right back. The White Male Christian Elite and sundry traditionalists 
had to be reeling when they realized that these ideas flowed from emerging social movements 
trying to realize, radicalize, and institutionalize the norms of democracy, equality, rights, 
inherent worth, and diversity. The political forces that etched such a deep imprint on American 
life from the 60s onward pitted these progressive ideals -- the eighteenth century product of 
revolution and armed struggle -- against the odious ideologies and systems of prejudice, 
discrimination, bigotry, homogeneity, and asymmetrical power relations that dysfunctionally 
structure every possible human relationship.  
 



Despite widespread dissatisfaction with higher learning institutions as a microcosm of an 
oppressive, crudely utilitarian, market-dominated society,  many college students viewed careers 
in higher education as a desirable alternative to the frenzied conformist life in corporate 
America; to the mindless authoritarianism and naked violence of the military (delegitimated 
through barbarities inflicted on the Vietnam people); to the impoverished, debt-strapped, and 
exploited existence of blue-collar workers; and to any number of abysmal options for young 
adults infused with hope for a better world. And whereas after the exhaustion of the 60s 
movements many retreated to building communes and “getting back to the land,” others decided 
to stay in, enter, or return to school to realize career aspirations as scholars and teachers. 
Certainly higher education – the advanced system of learning and teaching concepts and forms of 
thinking and practice – was a way to keep the dream of social change alive, and if there was one 
institution where non-conformists and iconoclasts could still grow and be relatively free, many 
progressives surmised, it was in college and university life.  

 
It was at this time, in the early 1970s, that student populations and the university system 

were still in a period of post-war expansion, making for a somewhat open and vibrant job 
market. Reflecting changing trends in society, such as represented and bolstered by affirmative 
action programs mandated in 1965 by President Lyndon’s Executive Order, higher education 
became increasingly inclusive, diverse, multiethnic, and multicultural, no longer a bland 
landscape of privileged white males.55 And so Marxists, feminists, Black liberationists, gays and 
lesbians, Native Americans, Chicano/as, and other minorities assumed roles as teachers and 
professors.  

 
A more liberal, radical, and diverse faculty led to new programs, courses, and syllabi that 

incorporated the histories, voices, and interests of those marginalized from the narratives written 
by and for the staid, mainstream, patriarchal, Eurocentric, and racist elites who dominated 
academia like any other social sector. In place of the Great White Dead Men of Western History, 
professors began to introduce race, class, gender, and colonialism issues into the classroom at all 
levels. They rejected naïve views of scholarly objectivity – whereby the mask of neutrality hides 
distinct interests, biases, agendas, and perspectives – to openly politicize their topics and engage 
students in stimulating debates over weighty social issues. With the institutionalization of 
programs such as Women’s Studies, African American Studies, Chicano Studies, and Native 
American Studies, a new generation of scholars prompted a shift from the traditional Eurocentric 
monoculturalism to a multiculturalism that validated a host of voices, cultures, and perspectives 
traditionally devalued, caricatured, or ignored, and they initiated analysis of philosophical, 
social, historical, and political issues from fruitful new standpoints. 

 
The 60s precipitated a crisis in the regnant order, traditional values, mainstream society, 

and academia as well. Critiques of capitalism and imperialism; social justice movements 
opposing racism, sexism, and homophobia; and multiculturalism, greater inclusivity, and 
democratization threatened the ideological and institutional hegemony of the right and set off a 
culture war that rages to this day. The phrase “culture war,” harkening back to Kulturkampf -- 
the 1871-1878 battle between the German government of Otto von Bismarck and the Catholic 
Church -- indicates that the economic and political conflicts pitting one class or group against 
another is more than a clash over production, property, profit, and power. Conflicts and power 
struggles between socially dominant and marginalized classes and identity groups are also a 
contest over ideas, values, religion, and ideology -- in a word, culture. As Marx well understood, 
capitalists advanced their power over working classes and the disenfranchised not only through 



monopolizing the realms of production (and the system of parliaments and “representative 
democracy” inseparably bound up with capitalist control), but also the forms of communication, 
in which capitalism produces and reproduces itself through the material, institutional, and 
ideological-cultural realms. Culture very much includes education as a crucial means of 
socializing people into a materialist, competitive, individualist, work-oriented, hierarchical, and 
essentialist worldview in which the prevailing systems of oppression are deemed to be good, just, 
inalterable, and the natural order of things.  

 
As mass culture became ever more important a determinant of consciousness in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Italian Marxist Antonio Gramsci, continuing a trend in 
Western Marxism to surpass forms of Marxist economic reductionism, focused on ideology and 
culture. Gramsci emphasized the need to combat capitalist hegemony – ideological dominance 
(e.g., in media, education, religion, and popular culture) that legitimates class hierarchy and 
achieves control through consensus (as opposed to force) – with a counter-hegemony, a struggle 
to ignite critical consciousness, education, and new forms of thought and culture necessary to 
construct a revolutionary alternative to capitalism. Class struggle, in other words, cannot be 
separated from – and is not possible without – an ideological struggle to win the hearts and 
minds of the oppressed, to formulate new ideas and values, and thus waging a culture war.56 

To invoke classical Marxian terminology, culture is no mere political and ideological 
“superstructure” derivative to the “primacy” of the economic “base” of society, but rather is 
itself a key terrain of social production and reproduction. Culture shapes economic and political 
dynamics just as commerce and the state shape it. Gramsci’s hegemony/counter-hegemony 
couplet applies not only to class issues but also to identity politics such as involves race and 
gender, for racism and patriarchy are themselves hegemonic constructions – related but not 
reducible to class power – that need to be fought on the ideological as well as the political and 
institutional fronts.57 Class and state domination, patriarchy, racism, and other powers certainly 
persist and influence culture wars, but contemporary culture wars are battles over concepts, not 
things; values, not social strata; and hot-button issues such as religion, prayer, secularism, 
patriotism, family, marriage, homosexuality, pornography, gun ownership, the portrayal of sex 
and violence in mass media, the “Hollywood elite,” and the ethics of life and death (abortion, 
euthanasia, stem cell research). There is no mechanical correlation between class and values, 
such that by knowing a person’s class position one could mechanically read off their morals and 
values. The territorial lines of culture clash, therefore, are not between rich and poor but rather 
between conservative/traditionalist and liberal/progressive orientations.  

 
Consequently, although many political possibilities exist, a perennial but increasingly 

intense characteristic of the American political scene has been the bifurcation between 
conservative and liberal and the bitter battles fought across the party lines of Republican vs. 
Democratic.58 Radicals who oppose the capitalist system at its core, however, know that these 
seemingly monumental clashes are mere scuffles and sibling rivalries between opponents whose 
similarities – e.g., jingoistic, militaristic, and imperialistic braggadocio that capitalism is the best 
system ever devised and the US is the greatest country in the world – are more significant than 
their differences. In the current form of postindustrial, consumer capitalism, class politics 
obviously persist – such as play out, for instance, in tax breaks for the rich, attacks on workers’ 
wages and benefits, and massive bailouts for Wall Street with nothing doled out to Main street – 
but they are mostly hidden and subdued, diverting attention from the crucial issue of class war 
and economic divisions. Culture wars, therefore, can serve as a distraction from class domination 
and provide an illusory condition of unity between the New York CEO and the farmer in rural 



Kansas. Thus, as we have learned indelibly in recent election periods, the “one nation” of the 
United States in fact is separated along key lines such as class (with all its attendant problems 
ranging from elite control to poverty, homelessness, and unemployment), but mass media 
representations gloss over the prodigious ethical and political issues of social and economic 
inequality to focus on ideological divisions -- a country cleaved apart at the seams of Red and 
Blue states, Republicans and Democrats, and conservatives and liberals.59 

 
These debates in turn are decisively framed and influenced by over a century of rabid 

anti-communism entrenched in US society, whereby anything short of a messianic embrace of 
God, Guns, Profit, and Flag is easily reviled as subversive, anti-American, and communist. Core 
liberal values – such as openness, tolerance, equality, justice, respect for diversity, and separation 
of Church and State – which formed the institutional and philosophical setting of the nation are 
demonized and vilified by arch-conservatives and the Christian Right as antithetical to the 
greatness, glory, and security of America. At least since the McCarthy era, conservatives have 
demonized liberalism and insidiously erased the substantive differences between liberals and 
leftists – fundamentally, the former seek to reform capitalism while the latter see systemic 
problems resolvable only through revolutionary social transformation. Consequently, liberalism 
shades into socialism or communism and thus into anti-Americanism or even support of 
terrorism.60 The hostility is especially intense in times of war or social crisis, and especially after 
the 9/11 attacks, and conservatives expect everyone to be “patriotic.” This means to fall in line 
unquestionably with government policy, and those who do not are traitors who “hate” their 
country and either intentionally or unintentionally aid the enemy, be it the Kremlin or Al Qaeda. 
This is intolerable enough from the ordinary citizen, but the right is especially concerned when 
dissent comes from the quarters of academia, for they believe that since the 1960s, academia 
“has been the major American institution most alienated from the rest of the country.”61 

 
Trying to hold back the rising tides of democracy, contemporary conservatives cling to 

their Eurocentric, Christian, white, patriarchal, racist, heterosexist power base amidst dynamic 
transformations involving science, secularism, immigration, civil rights, feminism, gay and 
lesbian rights, multiculturalism, popular culture, mass media, and so on. Like their seventeenth 
and eighteenth century predecessors in the Church and monarchy struggling to survive in the 
transition from a theocratic medievalism to a secular capitalist modernity, and like Friedrich 
Nietzsche’s own ressentiment against nineteenth century democratization, the contemporary 
right tends to equate change with corruption and decay of an eternal, natural, and superior 
cosmological and social order.  

 
Although conservative/liberal culture wars can be traced back at least to 1953, when the 

conservative Intercollegiate Studies Institute was founded to counter teachings allegedly 
promoting hostility to free markets and Western civilization as a whole (see Giroux in this 
volume), and we can certainly see conservative rightwing reaction driving academic repression 
even earlier in the 1939 debacle involving Bertrand Russell, the boundary line between 
“conservative” and “liberal” was not sharply drawn until the mid-1980s. For it was then that the 
Manichean battle between Good and Evil (that is, between conservatives and liberals, as the 
aggressor rightwing camp framed it) that dynamic social and political changes and conflicts had 
been transcoded in academia as well, such that an ideological battle royale was being fought on 
campuses from coast-to-coast. The composition of the professoriate had shifted, such that 
women, people of color, and progressives were better (certainly not adequately) represented. 
Entire new programs advancing the critical perspectives of women, Blacks, Chicano/s, and 



others were emerging. The canon and syllabi were changing dramatically as new voices and 
critical perspectives challenged entrenched biases. And progressive students began to fight 
discrimination on their campuses, such as through the controversial process of drafting “speech 
codes” that banned any speech or action deemed to be hostile, hateful, bigoted, or use of 
“fighting words.” 

 
Progressives’ efforts to revitalize and democratize the Western canon and to rethink the 

stagnant positivism of science and philosophy ignited outrage among conservatives who saw 
barbarians at the gate. Conservatives deeply resented the battering ram smashing the doors of 
their decrepit ideological fortress, and they mobilized a massive counterstrike that revived the 
sleaziest tactics from the McCarthyist school of political repression, while pioneering a number 
of new and more insidious tactics as well. They attacked all the academic trends since the 1960s 
that includes waves of critical theories; development of programs organized around studies of 
gender, race, sexuality, and multicultural difference; and engagements with media culture such 
as cultural studies. Attached to religious-inspired notions of “objectivity” and “truth,” 
conservatives bemoaned the decline of academic standards, the subversion of academic canons 
and disciplines, and the politicizing of education – as if it were not already politicized and 
framed by their own political ideologies. Hostile reactionaries clinging to putrescent Platonic 
metaphysics and who preferred the inherently political dimensions of pedagogy to be suppressed 
and shrouded in dogma argued that foundational courses (such as introduction to writing) were 
being turned into “Marxism 101”; concerns for diversity, inclusiveness, and social justice were 
“nothing more than a justification for Marxist and radical-left designs.”62 Clearly, the anti-
communist hysteria of Red Scares and McCarthyism continued to motivate and inform 
contemporary conservative critiques of radical scholarship. 

 
One of the first clear opening shots from the right came with the publication of Allan 

Bloom’s book, The Closing of the American Mind (1987), a stuffy, uptight, high-brow, 
supercilious rant against the “insidious” influences of the 1960s counterculture, rock and roll and 
MTV, and the alleged relativist outlook of multiculturalism. For Bloom, the rise of leftism, 
multiculturalism, and mass culture contributed to the decline of academic rigor, student thinking 
capacities, moral standards, family structure, and spiritual life as a whole – a paradigm shift 
which for Bloom and the right was the equivalent of a Hiroshima destruction of everything good 
and golden in traditional culture. The crisis in education, Bloom thought, reflected a larger 
calamity in civilization involving the erosion of social and intellectual standards and 
conventional authority. The damage can only be undone, he argued, through a return to 
traditional (read: white, Western, upper class, conservative straight male) religious, social, and 
moral culture, and the viruses of multiculturalism and postmodernism had to be eradicated so 
that universities could return to the revered teachings of Socrates, Plato, Augustine, Descartes, 
and other luminaries in the “Great Books” programs. 

 
Liberals denounced Bloom’s book as elitist, intolerant, and dogmatic, but it breathed life 

into the moribund body of the right who seized on it as a vindication of their values. On its heels 
came a slew of increasingly hysterical diatribes against sweeping social changes and the 
liberal/left sector in academia. The writings reflecting and driving the culture war in the 80s and 
90s included William Bennett’s homage to ancient virtues (mostly pitched to children), the 
jingoistic odes to patriotism and the revenge-driven, emotionally overheated, simplistic screeds 
against leftism and postmodernism by David Horowitz and Dinesh D'Souza. Roger Kimball’s 
book, Tenured Radicals, How Politics Has Corrupted Our Higher Education (1990) aims "to 



expose these recent developments in the academic study of humanities for what they are: 
ideologically motivated assaults on the intellectual and moral substance of our culture."63 
Kimball believes that an insidious postmodernism – in the hands of an "elitist academic Left" -- 
has hijacked the humanities, waged war against the Enlightenment, diluted the Western canon 
with “diversity,” politicized timeless truths, and replaced classical rigor with the shoddy 
scholarship of deconstructionism, postmodernism, feminism, and so on.  

 
As scientists fought the external battle against a vacuous fundamentalism (repackaged as 

“intelligent design” theory) that would not die – a century and a half after the publication of 
Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859) -- mainstream science fought an internal battle within the 
quarters of academic itself. By the 1990s, the culture wars had erupted into a “science wars” as a 
new breed of theorists began to criticize capitalist and Western notions and uses of science and 
technology (see Best and Kellner in this volume). According to classic conceptions that have 
prevailed from the Greeks to the present, Western reason is rooted in a deeply flawed Platonic 
metaphysics that upholds human thought to be outside of space and time, completely undisturbed 
by external (social) influences in its pursuit of Truth, Beauty, and the Good. This God-like 
Reason, champions of modern science argue, is able to accurately grasp the Real through 
cognitive representations that "correspond" to the objective world, and this project comes to a 
stunning climax with the achievements of modern science. The guardians of Truth and Reason 
also claim that science and technology are the vehicles of Progress, the key to the quantitative 
and qualitative enhancement of life.  

 
Every element of these claims has been subjected to rigorous scrutiny and critique in the 

last two decades by Marxists, feminists, multiculturalists, deconstructionists, postmodernists, and 
others. From various perspectives, these critics rejected the positivist argument that knowledge 
was objective by situating it in its full historical and social context. They worked out the 
implications of Foucault’s theory of knowledge/power – the dialectic of knowledge as power and 
power as knowledge – that revealed the interests behind “disinterested” knowledge which 
pursued control over the social and natural worlds, in a way that fused objectives of power and 
profit.64 From various perspectives, radical academics argued that scientific knowledge is a social 
construction tainted with racist, sexist, and classist biases, and that science and technology are 
hardly unambiguous harbingers of progress to the world's peoples. The questioning of scientific 
epistemology took on a far broader and more consequential term with critical scrutiny of 
the university institution itself, by charting the transformations of the mission and function 
of universities in the post-war era. Radicals threw down the gauntlet, and there was no shortage 
of positivists and Eurocentrists to pick it up. Two apologists in particular tried to meet the challenge 
in the form of a screed replete with ad hominems, misrepresentations, and straw arguments against 
opponents they were ill-equipped to understand. Paul Gross and Norman Levitt's Higher 
Superstition: The Academic Left and Its Quarrels with Science (1994) uncritically reproduced 
Kimball’s mythology of a ubiquitous and omnipotent "academic Left" and portrayed 
contemporary critics as a hodge-podge of disaffected, atavistic, scientific illiterates out to subvert 
rationality and undermine the foundations of Western civilization (see Best and Kellner in this 
volume).65  

 
The repressive nature of liberal/left ideology, conservatives argued, was evident in the 

strict “hate-speech” codes many universities began adopting in the 1980s, such as banned 
“harmful” or “offensive” language (e.g., racial, sexist, or homophobic epithets). Conservatives 
vilified PC norms as fascist and valorized the “political incorrect” – including repugnant 



discriminatory views – as good, free, and liberating from liberal/left moralizing. On the basis of 
flimsy and false anecdotes and outrageous overgeneralizations, they argued that leftist professors 
abused their power by dogmatically dictating their views, presenting them as absolute truth, and 
chastising students who voiced conservative opinions. Allegedly, the academic left and their 
student progeny shouted down, silenced, and shamed anyone who dared to question their dicta 
with epithets such as “Racist!,” “Sexist!,” “Homophobe!,” “Eurocentrist!,” and “Elitist!” The 
academic left, they argued, do not educate as much as indoctrinate.  

 
Throughout the 1990s, the culture wars moved from the confines of academia to the 

white hot glare of a full-scale media spectacle. Vitriolic, hate-filled far-rightmost ideologues and 
demagogues like Rush Limbaugh, Bill O’Reilly, Pat Buchanan, Sean Hannity, Michael Savage, 
Laura Ingram, and Ann Coulter gave full play to venomous streams of anti-communism, anti-
liberalism, and anti-intellectualism, while spewing bilious hate-speech against anyone liberals 
and the left. With potent propaganda platforms like nationally-syndicated radio shows and FOX 
News, they excoriated secularism and multiculturalism and tarred and feathered liberals as 
enemies of America who must be purged.66 

 
Once the enemy of the right was communism, a European enemy out to destroy our 

economy, infiltrate our schools, capture the entertainment industry, and steal nuclear secrets and 
put them to use. But as the communist menace crumbled, broken up under its own bureaucratic 
weigh, new enemies were needed to justify militarism, imperialism, and a despotic state. The 
external threat, of course, became Muslim extremists and jihadists, but a new internal threat 
emerged as well, no longer the communist left, but rather the “liberal left.” Bloom, Kimball, 
Horowitz, D’Souza, O’Reilly, and Coulter chant the same refrain that liberals control the media, 
dominate the schools, spread Godlessness and secular poison, and undermine sacred institutions 
such as marriage. Indeed, in works such as The Enemy At Home: The Cultural Left and Its 
Responsibility for 9/11 (2007), D’Souza ignores US imperialism, military bases in Saudi Arabia, 
hard-line support of Israel, torture of Muslim prisoners, slaughter of Iraqi civilians, and global 
economic policies that impoverish nations and produce armies of desperate people eager to 
attack “Satan” in order to scapegoat the “left” as the prime cause of a social decadence, 
depravity, and licentiousness so blatant that it inflames terrorist hatred and inspires jihadist 
attacks! 

. The realities of post-60s academic life are completely unrecognizable in the fusillade of 
rightwing distortions, caricatures, stereotypes, false generalizations, and outright lies. Their truth 
claims implode under the weight of ironies, contradictions, falsehoods, and hypocrisies. The 
demonization of liberals and all varieties of academic progressives as “left,” the hatred of 
anything short of far right, the scapegoating of the “enemy within” as the cause of all problems -- 
rather than corporate capitalism, globalization, imperialism, and neoliberalism --shows that well 
into the twenty-first century McCarthyism is alive and well. In fact, anti-communism, anti-
liberalism, and anti-terrorism/Islam have fused into something even more menacing, that is, neo-
McCarthyism, which is poised to complete the destruction of every meaningful right and liberty 
yet to be destroyed by McCarthyism, the FBI, the National Security Agency (NSA), corporate 
domination of the political process.  

While the problems in the conservative critique of the liberal/left viewpoints are legion, 
we will limit ourselves here to identifying four key misrepresentations of: (1) the “academic left” 
as a whole, (2) “political correctness,” (3) “multicultural relativism,” and (4) critical pedagogy.  



The fallacies begin with the very term “academic left,” a totalizing generalization that in 
McCarthyesque fashion elides the substantive difference between liberals and radicals, who have 
less in common with one another than liberals have with conservatives. In fact, the coinage 
“academic left” conflates a myriad of disparate and often conflicting standpoints in one handy 
multipurpose phrase used more as an ad hominem smear than a precise analytic construct. 
Moreover, the hoary notion of an “academic left” in control of higher education and 
prevailing over conservatives like a Mafioso is absurd (see below).  

In the 1960s, the left coined the phrase “politically correct” as an ironic and self-critical 
reference against potential dogmatism. In the 1980s, however, the right landed on a brilliant 
strategy and effective propaganda tool by appropriating the term, changing it to a pejorative 
meaning (often expressed as “PC”), and turning it against liberals and the left to characterize – or 
rather, caricature – them as smug, self-righteous, dogmatic, humorless, over-sensitive 
authoritarians policing thought, language, and behavior.67 For whereas liberal/left critiques 
proceeded on the grounds that conservative-dominated university structures were authoritarian 
and repressive, the right now could (disingenuously) argue that a hegemonic left had stormed the 
citadels, subverted words and knowledge to their political goals, and imposed an authoritarian 
culture of intolerance which is antithetical to free speech, education, and the First Amendment. 
The critique of “left-McCarthyism” allowed conservatives to play the role of victim, pariah, and 
minority outcast, and to uphold themselves as the real champions of free speech and diversity, as 
well as the guardians of morality and markets, of piety and prosperity, of all that marks Western 
culture as the superior “civilization” they prop it to be. 

In decades of academic experience among us we have not witnessed the kind of hostile 
teaching, political vendettas, or holier-than-thou attitudes attributed to progressives, and even 
seasoned conservatives with an ounce of intellectual honesty reject these accusations as political 
motivated and factually wrong. In The Myth of Political Correctness: The Conservative Attack 
on Higher Education, John Wilson refutes the rightwing charge that liberal/left progressives 
programmatically impose rigid free speech codes onto the campus body and sanctimoniously 
force their own moral-political standards onto others. Through detailed case studies, Wilson 
concludes that leftwing “PC  fascism is a myth, a falsehood, a chimera fabricated by the right to 
present themselves as the party of liberty and free speech.68  

 
To be sure, while some schools found a reasonable balance between freedom and 

censorship, others rafted vague speech codes that clearly overreached legitimate boundaries.69 In 
the early 1990s, for example, students at Antioch College, a small liberal arts school in Ohio, 
proposed enforcing a “sexual charter” that mandated explicit verbal consent and consensual 
agreement between sexual partners before at each step in the progression of the sexual activity. 
This policy turned a valid concern (protecting women from sexual assault) into an invalid lunacy 
(demonizing men, infantilizing women, and mediating intimacy through bureaucratic protocol).70 
Moreover, since the 1960s, progressive students and faculty in colleges and universities 
throughout the country have often shouted down, assailed, pelted, and thwarted conservatives 
from speaking on their campuses, thereby denying to others the right to free speech they claim 
for themselves.71. And in the infamous Duke Lacrosse case in March 2006, progressives passed 
instant judgment on student athletes false accused of rape. Such actions lend credence to 
rightwing argument that the left is intolerant and they are champions of freedom   

  



So while there are instances of “PC” ideals being taken too far, these are exceptions to 
the rule that are hardly representative of the vast majority of cases. The PC fascism charge could 
not more crudely distort the genuine moral intention of enlightened, non-bigoted people trying to 
sensitize other people to language and behaviors (whether this involve crude and overt actions 
like a fraternity “slave auctions” or use of ablist metaphors such as “blind” and “lame.”) that are 
prejudiced, discriminatory, or hurtful. What the right unilaterally derides as “PC” involves 
education, dialogue, and practical changes to make society more democratic, inclusive, and 
respectful of all.  

 
The right countered progressive attacks on discrimination, inequality, and social 

oppression by lifting an ironic in-joke among leftists, but they dodged the critique of hierarchy 
and oppression to manufacture an alleged left-wing fascism and intolerance. While they waged a 
holy war against the alleged relativism inherent in multiculturalism and postmodernism, the right 
failed to see that attacks on racism, sexism, homophobia and the like come from a valid moral 
point of view that is grounded in the quintessential American discourse and tradition of rights 
and justice. To reject these critiques as “fascist” shreds the rational criteria needed to attack a 
moral wrong, and it is precisely the rightwing position, not the so-called politically correct view 
that is relativistic. An additional irony is that conservatives have their own brand of morally, 
politically, and theologically “correct” thinking and behavior. Wilson captures part of the 
problem in his book, Patriotic Correctness: Academic Freedom and its Enemies, which exposes 
how the right imposes dogmatic jingoism as the litmus test for legitimate thought, and another 
part of the reeking, stale dogmas of the Christian right rooted in theological absolutism.72  

 
Conservatives lean heavily on God, State, Markets, Order, and Platonic verities as the 

realities that stabilize their crumbling values and hierarchies; but these moribund systems, take 
out the dogmatic appeal to God and Natural Law, are then supported only through a bald appeal 
to tradition, which begs the questions as tradition is not a self-evident axiom or deductive 
destination, but rather something whose value and legitimacy has to be determined – as to why, 
for instance, it should continue rather than change or end. Dogmatic absolutists who lack 
grounds upon which to anchor their values, conservatives in effect have no conceptual moorings, 
and thus their moral systems crumble into the very moral nihilism they smugly thought plagued 
only the secular left. They accuse the “left” of being relativist whereas in truth liberals and 
radical often attempt to ground social criticism in a normative and logical framework, hardly a 
symptom of relativism, whereas by denying that the terms “justice” could have any non-arbitrary 
meaning, and are just moral expressions of the “academic left” will to power, conservatives are 
the true relativists.  

 
If by “left” one means a viewpoint predicated on open-mindedness, tolerance, respect of 

difference, and earnest dialogue, regardless of the political or ideological content, this approach 
is simply the instantiation of the ideals of the classical liberal tradition. For over two centuries, 
liberals (who originated capitalism and laissez-faire philosophy, after all) have espoused the 
professorial standards appropriate to higher learning and democracy itself, whereas in contrast 
the conservative view abhors change and responds to any criticism of tradition as a hostile threat 
to be put down. Since the eighteenth century, to be “liberal” means to be open-minded, respectful 
of difference, and tolerant of dissent; indeed, these are sound pedagogical values, such radicals 
like Giroux and McLaren passionately argue for in their writing and use in their classrooms. But 
to be open and tolerant does not mean to be uncritical, to be disarmed from advancing normative 



positions, or to be trapped in a relativism where all views have equal logical validity and moral 
weight.  

The flip-side of the strategy to demonize professors is to infantilize students. If 
progressive professors are derisive dogmatists who turned the podium into a bully pulpit, who 
turn words into Scripture, who force-feed students ideological pabulum, who ridicule and 
humiliate them if they dared to question, and who completely abdicated their pedagogical 
responsibilities, then students are protoplasmic ooze devoid of a brain, a spine, or a will, nothing 
but helpless victims and empty vessels for left-wing Goebbels to fill with ideological cement. 
Conservatives encourage students to complain about “being forced” to read leftist literature in a 
class, as if positions opposed to their own are automatically and in all senses invalid, as if 
students should not encounter as many perspectives as possible, as if their job is not to cut and 
run but to stay and fight – to grow in critical thinking through debate, dialogue, and encounter 
with positions that test the mettle of one’s own. Thus, conservatives actually undercut the role of 
the higher education and the reality behind the appearance of paternal concern for students is that 
exploit them as means to their political ends. 

With the culture wars already blazing into the new millennium, a tanker of fuel was about 
to be poured on the fire in the aftermath of 9/11. In time it became increasingly clear: their real 
source of attack was not the liberal-radical professoriate, but the tenure system itself; not the 
takedown of the left, but the subversion of the university. 

9/11, Rightwing Resurgence, and Post-Constitutional America 

“We lose liberty bit by bit by bit, so you have to fight even the small erosions of fundamental 
rights.” Chris Hansen, ACLU lawyer 
 
During the 1960s professors and students rallied around free speech and had a profound 
influence on university life, but a truculent rightwing reaction, the increasing absorption of 
universities into the military-industrial complex, the long and menacing reign of the Bush-
Cheney regime, and the phony “war on terror” that manufactured fear to justify a Presidential 
hijacking of the nation’s political and legal system and to criminalize dissent and opposition to 
the many faces of the new tyranny. If tyrants, demagogues, and rightwing extremists ever had an 
ideal opening to seize institutional control, this was the time to take back the universities from 
the liberal/left and multiculturalists and to reverse or efface progressive social gains made in 
academia and society in general during and since the 1960s. 

The attacks on America on September 11, 2001 instantaneously transformed the political 
landscape and directly affected civil liberties and free speech in academia and society for a long 
time to come, up to the present and an indefinite period to come. Though a tragedy for the 
nation, 9/11 was a blessing for the Bush-Cheney team, the military and security corporations, 
and the far right, as the “new Pearl Harbor” provided the “justification” to impose tyranny at 
home and to pursue Empire abroad.73 Neoconservatives were ecstatic, as they could finally put 
into play pet theories such as pre-emptive strikes against a real enemy, instead of playing mental 
chess games. A motley crew of cold-war hawks, oil barons, evangelical Christians, and dogmatic 
neocons, the Bush administration seized advantage of the new climate of fear, intensified it in 
every way possible (through lies, hyperbole, false threats, ubiquitous color-scale terrorist 
“danger” signs, and manufactured incidents), and declared a phony, ineffectual, and 
misconceived “war on terrorism” – an oxymoronic concept that should have said it all. 



Eager to seize the occasion to advance their global agendas and quell dissent and protest, 
conservatives announced that liberties were a luxury and security a necessity. As announced to 
the world in August 2006 by Bush’s erstwhile UK ally, Prime Minister Tony Blair, “Global 
terrorism means traditional civil liberty arguments are not so much wrong as just made for 
another age.” Indeed, 9/11 marked a sea-change in political thought and practice, whereby 
republicans and democrats formed a consensus on the need to expand surveillance and 
intelligence, strengthen security and police, bolster the military, and curb civil liberties – and 
President Barack Obama pursues militarist, imperialist and surveillance policies that promise not 
“change to believe in” but rather more of the same.  

After 9/11, the gloves came off and no one escaped the juggernaut of state power.74 In 
actions reminiscent of the Red Scare, the Palmer Raids, and the internment of Japanese, 
thousands of foreigners were rounded up, jailed, and/or deported without evidence of 
wrongdoing, as citizens also came under attack.75 The air thickened with fear, conformity, and 
jingoism, as the nation rushed into war and goosestepped deeper into a fascist police state that 
matched unlimited powers with zero degrees of accountability. Signaling the tyranny to come, 
Bush warned the world that, “If you’re not with us, you’re against us,” but he was speaking also 
to any American who dared to challenged his dozens of attempts to pass or change laws that 
would make centralize power in the Executive branch of government. Recycling the old bumper 
sticker bromide, “America: Love it or Leave it!,” Bush, the far right, and Democrat 
collaborationists viewed saw constructive criticism of government polices in Afghanistan and 
Iraq as a betrayal of the country rather than the manifestation of the best of democratic values 
and as a citizen’s duty.  Press secretary Ari Fleischer warned people in academia and society 
overall “to watch what they say, watch what they do” -- the implication being that if they didn’t 
police their own actions, the government would do it for them. The Bush team and much of the 
corporate media denounced or framed critics of the Iraq war as traitors who give “aid and 
comfort” to the enemy. In September 2003, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld intoned that 
“critics of the Bush Administration's Iraq policy are encouraging terrorists and complicating the 
ongoing U.S. war on terrorism,” and three years later compared war critics to Nazi “appeasers.”  
Dissent, and the right to free speech upon which it is based, was transmogrified into a value that 
is alien rather than integral to the US, and those who practiced it were widely denounced by the 
government and far right as allies of Nazis and terrorists rather than citizens and patriots. The 
FBI arrested people for wearing the wrong political T-shirts, hanging anti-Bush posters in their 
dorm room, or reading a provocative book. 

On October 26th, less than one month after the 9/11 attacks, the government dusted off 
documents written for just such an occasion to début the new Security State. The 342-page tome, 
perversely called the USA PATRIOT Act -- a document meant to supersede the Constitution by 
centralizing authority in the Executive branch of government, strip Congress and the courts of 
power, blatantly invade privacy rights, and criminalize dissent -- was rammed through Congress 
literally overnight; few read it and fewer still dared to challenge it, fearful of being labeled as 
weak, unpatriotic, or “soft on terrorism” in dire times.76 Democrats caved in, the media 
championed ill-conceived and illicit wars, the public reveled in a jingoistic and xenophobic 
frenzy, while conditions unfolded in a post-Constitutional America where citizens were neither 
secure nor free.  

The PATRIOT Act dissolves the system of checks and balances that support the 
Constitution, as the Executive Branch of government seizes control of legislation and the courts. 
Power is becoming increasingly centralized in the Leviathan of the contemporary State. Under 



the authority of this Act, with virtually no oversight, the government can access citizens’ reading 
and purchasing records at libraries and bookstores; seize school, medical, banking, and travel 
records; monitor phone and email communications; undertake clandestine sneak and peek 
operations in homes and workplaces; and label any organization opposed to government policies 
as a terrorist threat. The Patriot Act thereby violates core constitutional rights, such as the First 
Amendment (the right to free speech and freedom of assembly), the Fourth (the right to security 
from unreasonable search and seizures), the Fifth and Sixth (rights to basic protections during 
criminal proceedings), and the Fourteenth (the right to equal protection for both citizens and non-
citizens). The PATRIOT Act also created the new legal category of “domestic terrorism” that 
occurs when a person’s action “appears to be intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian 
population [or] to influence the policy of government by intimidation or coercion." Purposely 
vague and amorphous, this definition of terrorism can expand to fit civil disobedience and 
virtually any anti-state remonstration, such that protest and coercion, citizen and terrorist, are 
cunningly conflated in a semantic chicanery and legal despotism that cast a chilling effect on free 
expression of all kinds. 

In a nightmare replay of the 1950s, domestic activists of all kinds were surveilled, 
hassled, threatened, arrested, roughed up, subpoenaed before grand juries, and stripped of their 
rights. As Big Business cooperated fully with Big Brother, telecommunication companies aided 
the government in conducting secret domestic spying programs; blatantly violating the First 
Amendment right to free speech and the Fourth Amendment right to security from unreasonable 
search and seizures. Bush used illegal wiretaps with impunity and Congress granted immunity to 
his partners in crime, including AT&T, Sprint, Nextel, and Verizon.77 The Defense Department, 
the FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force, the Department of Homeland Security, and local police 
forces everywhere surveilled “suspects” and combined data on citizen activities into a massive 
“terrorist” information bank, using systems such as FACTS (Factual Analysis Criminal Threat 
Solution). 78 The state surveilled all communications of all citizens, using sophisticated data 
mining systems such as Carnivore, Total Information Awareness, and MATRIX (Multistate Anti-
Terrorism Information Exchange) to ferret out – most indiscriminately – “high terrorist factor” 
communications. With Bin Laden running loose, Al Qaeda plotting terrorist strikes, and the 
airlines, trains, ports, and cities completely vulnerable to foreign terrorist attack, COINTELPRO-
like FBI operations monitored and disrupted the entire spectrum of citizen activism -- from 
animal and Earth liberation movements to PETA and Greenpeace, from anti-war protestors and 
to university student groups, from Food Not Bombs to vegetarian societies – as law enforcement 
throughout the nation filed “intelligence” reports on “domestic terrorist” suspects.  

With the events of 9/11, the US fully entered a neo-McCarthyist period rooted in 
witchhunts, political persecution, and criminalization of dissent.  The evil Other of Communism 
has been superseded by the new threat of Terrorism, both foreign and domestic. Now as then, the 
government declares the nation to be in a permanent state of danger, such that security, not 
freedom, must become the overriding concern. The alleged dangers posed by foreign terrorists 
are used to justify the attack on “domestic terrorists” within, and in a hysterical climate the 
domestic terrorist is any and every citizen expressing dissent. The Red Scare of communism 
morphed into the “Green Scare” of “ecoterrorism,” and militant animal rights and 
environmentalists became prime targets of attack. Their threats to corporate power earned them 
the top domestic terrorist threats, singled out over neo-Nazis, armed militiamen, violent hate 
groups, and rabid rightwing government foes that rob, bomb, and kill.79 



The PATRIOT ACT authorizes the government virtually to deny federal funding to 
colleges that ban the CIA from recruiting on their campuses. It grants the state complete access 
to student records and initiated increased scrutiny of faculty who teach in controversial areas like 
Middle Eastern Studies. Researchers who do not toe the neocon line are considered security 
risks. The PATRIOT Act also revived the “ideological exclusion” of leftists, scholars, artists, and 
others for crimes such as voicing criticism of the Iraq war or opposing Israeli assaults on 
Palestine, all somehow contorted and twisted into support for “terrorist activities.” In clear 
violation of the First Amendment right to freedom of speech and assembly, the State Department 
blocked many artists, scholars, and activists from coming to the US (thereby also barring citizens 
from hearing their viewpoints) and even from taking academic positions offered to them.80  

 A stunning shock-and-awe assault on civil liberties was, the PATRIOT Act was only the 
opening volley in the post-9/11 blitzkrieg on democracy. The “Domestic Security Enhancement 
Act of 2003,” blocked when leaked to the public, aimed to criminalize nonviolent activities and 
to authorize secret arrests for anyone involved with or donates to a “terrorist” organization. In 
October 2006, Congress passed the Military Commissions Act which granted the government 
unlimited powers to detain, interrogate, torture, and prosecute “enemy combatants” (which so far 
has included 3 US citizens) without a fair trial and habeas corpus rights, within military tribunal 
conditions that the word “Kafkaesque” barely begins to describe. The 2007 Defense 
Authorization Bill nullified the Insurrection Act of 1807 and the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878, 
two laws that limit federal government power to deploy armed forces for domestic law 
enforcement. The bill authorized the military to disperse not only “insurgents,” but also “those 
obstructing the enforcement of the laws,” granting presidents the power to declare martial law to 
restore public order -- which smacks loudly of fascism.81  

Moreover, Congress initiated another menacing move against academic freedom, one that 
reflects the neoconservative doctrine of pre-emptive strikes and would likely pit conservative 
professors against radical faculty in a legal and political forum, not just caustic exchanges of 
ideological artillery. In October 2007 the House overwhelmingly passed by a vote of 404-6 “The 
Violent Radicalization and Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act” (H.R. 1955).82 The "thought 
crime prevention bill," as opponents called it, would coordinate academics, policy-makers, and 
members of law enforcement for the purpose of analyzing conditions that allegedly steer people 
toward criminal activity. Forebodingly, it calls for heightened scrutiny of those who do or may 
adhere to a violent ideology, and thus immediately imperils professors, critical thinkers, and 
controversial figures. Just as the Bush administration’s invasion of Iraq enacted the neocon 
imperative of pre-emptive strikes against potential enemies, H.R. 1955 seeks to identify and 
muzzle potential critical thinkers. As with the USA PATRIOT Act, the Animal Enterprise 
Terrorism Act, and Bush’s surveillance probes, the target is not those engaged in criminal 
activity (although this becomes defined in ever-broader ways), but rather citizens exercising their 
constitutional rights of free speech and dissent. There is clearly no logical end in sight for the 
enemies of free speech and the fearful haters of critical thinking, especially critique coming from 
the quarters of academia. 

Culture Wars, Round II: 9/11 and the Weapons of Class Destruction 

"Ward Churchill is everywhere." American Council of Trustees and Alumni 
 



“Education is under assault because it provides access to the historical truths, critical thinking, 
and alternative perspectives that lay the groundwork for structural change” Uncut Conscience 
website 
 
Within a toxic post-9/11 atmosphere of fear, paranoia, jingoism, and the trumping of security 
over liberty, there was little tolerance for criticism of the Iraq war, siding with Palestine over 
Israel, defending animal liberationists, demonstrating against the World Trade Organization, or 
supporting anything that could be perceived as “terrorism,” despite the fact that the biggest 
terrorist state in history -- the US – was once again involved in the massacre of populations, 
spreading its death plague to Afghanistan and Iraq.  
 

Clearly, the fascist measures unfolding throughout the US garrison state could not but 
affect life in the academy.83 If questioning an illegal war in Iraq was considered treasonous by 
the Bush-Cheney administration, the corporate media, and the shrill voices of the far right, 
certainly conservative donors to universities and administrative brass would not look favorably 
upon denunciations of US imperialism, speaking out at anti-war rallies, or conducting sit-ins at 
military recruiting centers. Given the perpetual state of surveillance and the choking fog of 
paranoia, professors began to dilute or mute the political content of their research and teaching, 
fearful of conservative student complaints or administrative penalties. The state and university 
bureaucracy do not have to police professors when they censor themselves.84 

 
Rather than defend the core principles of academic speech more vigorously than ever 

amidst the most serious assault on the Constitution in the nation’s history, most of academia 
cowered in fear and joined Democratic Party invertebrates as silent accomplices to a criminal 
war abroad and high crimes and treason at home. And as academics retreated, the far right surged 
forward. Knowing their moment had arrived, and with a thirst for revenge and a take-no-
prisoners mindset, conservatives capitalized on widespread anxiety for “national security” and 
found their scapegoat in the grave “threat” of liberal values and leftwing politics. Emboldened by 
conservative hegemony in government, a Justice Department perpetuating injustice, and a 
fundamentalist President for whom God’s laws (and his own) override the articles of the 
Constitution, the right stormed through every social sector and pursued the temples of education 
as spoils of war. Following Bush in exploiting 9/11 to maximal effect, the right stepped up its 
game, initiated a new wave of tactics, and unleashed a flood of funding for books, think tanks, 
organizations, conferences, websites, and conservative student groups and newspapers.  

 
With academia in their crosshairs, conservatives targeted one of the last bastions 

(imperfect and rapidly deteriorating) of free speech and critical thinking. They came gunning for 
the “liberal elite” and the “academic left” who – in the paranoid delusions of their Machiavellian 
minds – prevailed from positions of power in faculty posts and administrative offices. Heavily-
financed and well-organized, conservatives swarmed on campuses across the country, promoting 
a reactionary agenda powered by lies, distortions, and Doublespeak. These flag-waving freedom-
fighters claimed they were riding into town to liberate “repressed” students and “marginalized” 
conservative faculty alike from leftwing tyranny, but their grandiose mission was puffed up 
much more that, for they were fighting to reclaim the heart of America and the entire Western 
heritage under attack from foreign and domestic enemies. 

 
In fact the goal of conservative groups and rightwing warriors was not to promote 

academic diversity, balance, and freedom, but rather to subvert all such goals by vanquishing 



progressive faculty by any means necessary – including slander, distortion, and lies -- and to 
promote radical structural changes in academic including undermining faculty governance and 
weakening or destroying the tenure system and its protections for free speech. Ultimately, the 
right wants to drive a stake through the heart of a vital academic life in order to protect 
capitalism and to defend conservative hegemony from the threat of critical thinking and an 
educated middle class.  

While husband Dick was busy with Bush invading countries abroad and dismantling the 
Constitution at home, Lynn Cheney, former chair of the National Endowment for the 
Humanities, initiated her own war against academic freedom. In 1995, with Democratic Senator 
Joseph Lieberman, former University of Colorado-Boulder president and US Senator Hank 
Brown, sociologist David Reisman, and Nobel Laureate novelist Saul Bellow, Cheney co-
founded the American Council of Trustees and Alumni (ACTA). With their stated objective 
being to “promote academic freedom and diversity, academic excellence, and accountability in 
higher education" this lofty rhetoric masked a lowly motive to squash the “liberal bias” in 
education, to attack diversity-oriented programs, to regulate classroom discourse, and to extirpate 
critical intellectuals and radicals.85 ACTA seeks to accomplish its goals “by empowering 
students, alumni, donors and trustees,” which means that they exhort conservative students to 
complain about liberal/left professors and they pressure alumni, donors, and trustees, along with 
governors and legislators, to exert political and financial pressure on universities harboring 
dissidents and derelicts in patriotic fervor.”86  

The tendentious nature of ACTA is evident in its financial backing by rightwing 
foundations such as Castle Rock (Coors), Sarah Scaife, and John Olin and Lynde and Harry 
Bradley, and its association with powerful neoconservative groups such as the Federalist Society, 
American Enterprise Institute, Cato Institute, and the National Association of Scholars.87 
Considering ACTA’s strong Colorado connections -- which in addition to Brown include former 
Govenor Bill Owens and University of Colorado-Boulder Regents Tom Lucero and Ward 
Connerly -- a clear example of ACTA’s commitment to “academic freedom and diversity” is 
evident in its team effort in the firing of Ward Churchill, a tenured professor and Chair of Ethnic 
Studies at the University of Colorado, Boulder. ACTA, in fact, became so politicized and 
inconsistent with its stated mission of promoting academic freed, that even Joseph Lieberman, an 
opportunist if ever there were one, quit the organization in protest over a publication which he 
considered "unfair and inconsistent for an organization devoted to promoting academic 
freedom."88   

ACTA’s ominous debut report, “Defending Civilization: How Our Universities Are 
Failing America,” is described by SourceWatch as the “first post-September 11 expression of the 
link between the neo-conservative political agenda and the attack on critical thinking about the 
Middle East.” The report portrayed America’s universities as a fifth column, teeming with 
ingrate unpatriotic malcontents who formed the “weak link in America’s response to the [9/11] 
attack.”89 ``[W]hen a nation's intellectuals are unwilling to defend its civilization,” the report 
asserts, “they give comfort to its adversaries,” and thus assumes that the nation is always correct 
and even if it is not intellectuals should defend it anyway. The definition of “intellectual,” 
however, is someone who thinks and thinking people do not defend unethical or untenable 
policies, although academics on this definition, despite the portrait ACTA painted, are in short 
supply. The original version of the ACTA report documents 117 instances of alleged enemy-
comforting anti-Americanism on college campuses, and yet, true to conservative form, nearly 



every citation is distorted, taken out of context, or is factually wrong. The first draft of 
“Defending Civilization” was a political hit list that posted online the names and affiliations of 
professors ACTA deemed insufficiently patriotic as they failed to teach the "truth" that 
civilization itself "is best exemplified in the West and indeed in America." “Many of those 
blacklisted” in the “Defending Civilization” document, Carolyn Baker notes, “are top scholars in 
their fields, and it appears that the report represents a kind of academic terrorism designed to 
strike fear into other academics by making examples of respected professors.”90 Baker draws 
uncanny parallels between the goals of ACTA and the far right in general and the tactics German 
Nazis deployed in the 1940s to ensure a compliant faculty whose teaching conformed to National 
Socialist doctrine. In fact, most of the dicta were made by students or journalists, not professors, 
and sentiments as tame as calling for peace rather than all-out war with the globe are condemned 
as anti-American/civilization.91 

 
ACTA’s paranoid fantasies of “an oppressive anti-American ideology [which] has taken 

over on campuses”92 reached ludicrous heights in their May 2006 Annual Report, “How Many 
Ward Churchills?”93 Stirring up dystopian visions of human cloning in Huxley’s novel Brave 
New World or the film Boys from Brazil (1978), ACTA warned that Churchill was not merely a 
stray menace, but rather only one in a faceless mob of leftist lunatics tearing at the fabric of 
Western culture with leftist hate speech and a hodge-podge of multiculturalism. To ACTA’s 
horror, academic misfits abandoned reverent homilies of eternal verities (the Good, the True, and 
the Beautiful) for the politicized propaganda of matters such as race, gender, class, sexuality, 
capitalism, and oppression. As a neo-McCarthyite organization, ACTA surpasses Senator 
McCarthy himself by elevating the danger level and upping the ante of the culture wars in 
sounding the alarm to protect not only America, but ultimately (Western) “civilization” itself.  

 
The paranoid, persecuting, and power-oriented atmosphere of post-9/11 set the stage for a 

disaffected and disingenuous reactionary who is a master of Orwellian doublespeak. From the 
shadows of obscurity, David Horowitz -- a self-proclaimed conservative "battering ram” – 
emerged to become point guard in the frontal assault on the progressive professoriate in order to 
silence opposition to the radical right.94 Red diaper baby, political aide to Bertrand Russell, 
Black Panther insider, and New Left radical turned neocon extremist, Horowitz.-- in a tortured 
and protracted Oedipal struggle – renounced his 60’s roots and the social advances his generation 
helped to brought about.95 Ambitious and tireless, richly diversified, a veritable conglomerate of 
disinformation outlets, Horowitz is president of the David Horowitz Freedom Center, the founder 
of the conservative online watchlist FrontPageMagazine.com and a liberal/left resource site 
DiscovertheNetworks.org, the creator of a Republican youth network (Students for Academic 
Freedom [SAF]) that monitors and reports on faculty teaching on some 200 campuses. He is also 
the prolific author of pugilistic polemics, including: Hating Whitey and Other Progressive 
Causes (1999), The Politics of Bad Faith: The Radical Assault on America’s Future (2000), 
Unholy Alliance: Radical Islam and the American Left (2004), The Professors: The 101 Most 
Dangerous Professors in America (2006), and Indoctrination U: The Left’s War Against 
Academic Freedom (2007). Horowitz is as well the author of and driving force behind the 
Academic Bill of Rights (along with a similar version, the "Student Bill of Rights," for campus 
student governments), one of the most dangerous pieces of legislation against academic freedom 
ever to be introduced. Naturally, Horowitz does not run this machinery on a shoe-string budget, 
but rather takes money from many of the same corporations and foundations that fund Bennett, 
D’Souza, ACTA, and other mouthpieces of rightwing propaganda.96  

 



Horowitz attempts to validate the Bloom-Kimball postulate of a hegemonic left 
dominating university affairs by drawing false inferences from shoddy studies. Never one to let 
logic and facts stand in his way, Horowitz constructs a phantasmagoric picture of a Stalinist 
cadre of ultra-left professors hijacking colleges and universities from California to New York to 
indoctrinate impressionable minds with anti-American propaganda and to fulfill their hate-filled, 
terrorist sympathizing agenda. According to Horowitz, "a shocking and perverse culture of 
academics …are poisoning the minds of today's college students with … hatred of America … 
and support for America's terrorist enemies." Along with ACTA and other mercenary “scholars” 
like D’Souza, Horowitz shifted the debate from old-style McCarthyesque defamations of 
progressives as subversive communists to the new and improved neo-McCarthyesque discourse 
that vilifies them as neo-Communist sympathizers of Osama bin Laden, and enablers of “Islamo-
fascism.”97  

 
In a series of unsubstantiated ad hominem profiles, Horowitz reduces scholars and 

teachers to cartoonish caricatures of “ex-terrorists, racists, murderers, sexual deviants, anti-
Semites, and al-Qaeda supporters." One cannot but feel reverberations of McCarthyist 
surveillance tactics, the chilling drone of “naming names,” the sordid spectacle of accusations 
and defamations, and the tyranny of holding citizens accountable to the dogmatic standards of 
patriotism and morality established by a self-righteous extremist. The Stalinism of “political 
correctness” clearly comes not from the “academic left” but rather from the extreme right and 
codes of patriotic and theological correctness. Thus, the entire Horowitz industry oozes with the 
slime of McCarthyite blacklisting, sloshed once again upon educators, as the ultimate goal of the 
new Reich is to eradicate dissent, to the free-thinking outposts of academia, to apply the Pol Pot 
approach of murdering anyone wearing glasses, for they are likely critical thinkers and political 
subversives. 

Like many conniving ideologues with totalitarian aspirations, Horowitz has enlisted an 
army of followers who do his biding and toe the party line. On some 200 campuses, he has 
organized a network of Republican youth groups (SAF) who join him as foot soldiers in the 
culture war. Exploited for his own purposes under the cover of paternalistic care, these true blue 
American students often amount to little more than McCarthyite spy squads, shock troops, and 
mercenaries. The blacklisting tactics work something like this: the big money networks fund 
Horowitz, Horowitz organizes conservative students, and the students document liberal/left 
professors’ pedagogical sins. These are then posted online and peddled as lurid smut for 
newspaper articles and Internet columns and blogs, and, ideally, the lies are taken up by national 
radio and television stations, lead to a manufactured scandal, cause a professor to be fired, and 
discredit progressive views as much as possible. 

The misrepresenting statements and viewpoints, ad hominems, and building baseless 
public pressure against the accused is quintessential McCarthyism, and the tactic grows more 
sinister once the mad villagers of the right begin to name names. The Bruin Standard, the 
newspaper published by the UCLA chapter of the SAF, targets progressive faculty and enjoins 
students to identify left-wing demagogues by first and last surname. The SAF Handbook 
included a section ("Focusing on Specific Professors and Departments") on how to spy on 
progressive professors. In 2005, at the University of California, Los Angeles, the Bruin Alumni 
Association, headed by Andrew Jones, a former campus Republican leader and one-time epigone 
of David Horowitz, offered students up to $100 per class to surveil professors who oppose Bush 
and the Iraq War, and who generally abused the classroom as their own political forum.98 By 



encouraging students to tape teachers’ classroom lecture, the Bruin Alumni Association employs 
tactics reminiscent of the anti-Communist witchhunt of the 1950s.  Preposterously, the site 
claims: "Very simply, we're facing an exploding crisis of political radicalism on campus.  It's 
endangering the very core of UCLA -- the undergraduate experience.  One aspect of this 
radicalization is an unholy alliance [!] between anti-war professors, radical Muslim students, and 
a pliant administration. Working together, they have made UCLA a major organizing center for 
opposition to the War on Terror.”99  

In 2006, the Bruin Alumni Association built the UCLAprofs.com website which exposes 
the “left biases,” Marxist rant, ideological coercion, and totalitarian teaching methods that 
allegedly characterizes a slew of UCLA professors. They followed this up with a “Dirty Thirty” 
list that ranked “the worst of the worst” at UCLA, all of whom allegedly used the classroom as a 
political laboratory to indoctrinate students in subversive ideologies.100 This diverse group of 
professors included scholars involved in academic disciplines such as labor studies, women’s 
studies, gay and lesbian studies, Chicano/a, Asian, Latin American, and Middle Eastern studies, 
and a contributor to (Douglas Kellner) and one of the co-editors (Peter McLaren) of this book.  

Horowitz is not merely a writer but also an activist, he has taken his fight not only to the 
campuses, conferences, and book tour circuits, but also to state legislatures throughout the nation 
in order to pass a chilling piece of legislation many consider to represent the most dangerous 
attack every launched on academic freedom. Like McCarthy and the countless fascists before 
and after him, Horowitz’s passion, project, and raison d’être is to effect enduring political 
change that limits freedom on speech to ensure a better social order. According to Horowitz, 
however, his task is not to suppress academic free speech but rather to end the hegemony of 
leftist discourse and restore “balance” to teaching and discussion. In response to the alleged 
swing of the ideological pendulum toward the left over the last few decades, Horowitz began an 
aggressive campaign in 2003 to pass an "Academic Bill of Rights" (ABOR) a draft of legislation 
intended to end the supposed dominance of left discourse by requiring the professors (he has the 
left in mind) cease and desist teaching from such one-sided leftist bias and always teach – a nod 
to Fox News is most appropriate here – in a”fair and balanced” way.101 Horowitz claims that 
appropriate discourse for a classroom is not a free speech issue but an issue of "professional 
standards" and while he would permit views representing the full political spectrum into the 
classroom, they must, he argues, be expressed in the "appropriate" manner.   

 
The protection of both professor and student rights; the vigilant enforcement of 

foundational academic principles such as freedom, equality and pluralism; prohibiting faculty 
from being hired or fired on the basis of political or religious believes; requiring faculty to 
expose students to diverse perspectives – all this sounds commendable and reasonable on the 
surface, so why has Horowitz and his bill drawn such fierce opposition from academics and 
groups such as the AAUP, the American Federation of Teachers, the National Coalition Against 
Censorship, the National Association of Scholars, the American Historical Association, the 
American Library Association, and the AFL-CIO? Perhaps because Horowitz’s arguments are as 
theoretically flawed as they are factually bankrupt and politically dangerous. The research in 
which he anchors his claim for a hegemonic “academic left” was backed by rightwing funding 
and is methodologically marred on numerous grounds (including narrow and biased samples 
weighted heavily toward the humanities than the sciences and other conservative-capitalist-
oriented disciplines such as business administration), thereby failing to establish the main 
conclusion that liberals and leftists dominate the professoriate.102 Horowitz relies on anecdotes 



and false generalizations that leap from a few isolated cases (many of which are misrepresented 
or flat-out wrong) to an absurd generalization regarding the entire liberal and radical 
professoriate. His characterizations of professors typically are grotesquely unfair, uninformed, 
incorrect, and ad hominem, and his double-edged argument – that progressive professors 
victimize and conservative students are victims – is wildly exaggerated on both sides.103 Indeed, 
when states such as Florida, Montana, New York, and Pennsylvania have looked into these 
issues, they have found no serious problems and suggested no course of action not already 
implement by colleges and universities. The main sources of “indoctrination” of contemporary 
youth, certainly, are not universities and professors of any ideological persuasion, but rather 
forces such as capitalist ideology, advertising, mass media, and even peer pressure. 

 
The key to understanding Horowitz, D’Souza, and other neo-McCarthyites is to 

recognize that their approach is disingenuous, that their broad moral rhetoric masks a narrow 
political agenda, and that their discourse is Doublespeak, a dissembling semantics of inverted 
signifiers through which they do not say what they mean or mean what they say whereby their 
real meaning is opposite to what they say. Just as Bush’s “Healthy Forests Initiative” allowed 
clearcutting of protected forests and his “Clear Skies Initiative” weakened the Clean Air Act, so 
the Academic Bill of Rights is a Trojan horse meant to destroy academic freedom. As with the 
appropriation of the term “political correctness,” here again, the right’s clever tactic is to use 
liberal/left discourse against itself to advance an extreme rightwing agenda that strips progressive 
professors of their right to publish, teach, and act as citizens as they wish. The bill does not 
protect free speech, it molests free speech, and does so by forcing professors to interject 
rightwing theories into the classroom, by legislating what can and cannot be said in the 
classroom and overriding faculty self-governance through the authority of the state, and by 
subjecting course content and teaching to bureaucratic review and rebuke. 

 
The Academic Bill of Rights attempts to give the already advantaged and over-privileged 

political right more power than the surplus stock it holds. The demand for “diversity” and the 
call for “balance” are really ploys for rightwing hegemony and ideological imbalance, for a pre-
60s sterile groupthink, conformist environment dominated by conservative thought without any 
true diversity among faculty, programs, courses, and intellectual life (if there would be one at 
all).104 The common understanding of neutrality and non-indoctrination is altered by Horowitz in 
such a way that it actually functions as a form of indoctrination of rightwing views.  This is 
because views that contradict those on the right are considered biased, whereas rightwing 
positions are considered neutral and form the universal backdrop against which the definition of 
bias is constructed.  Unable to think outside of the corporate box and utilitarian model of 
education, they have no idea what real education is, a mission that includes encountering and 
engaging differing viewpoints; students would be denied this opportunity. It is healthy and vital 
for conservative students to hear radical perspectives, as it is for progressive students to hear 
conservative perspectives.105  

 
While Horowitz and his crybaby students allergic to intellectual challenges proclaim that 

they seek fairness and equal time for their views, including hiring conservative faculty, at the 
same time they oppose affirmative action for exploited minority groups.  They take no notice of 
the contradiction and hypocrisy of opposing the self-governance and autonomy of professors 
while at the same time fighting for a type of affirmative action for the right. For consistency’s 
sake, Horowitz ought to shift from attacking the left and multiculturalism to launching a 
campaign to increase its presence on campus. A true concern for balance would demand more 



hiring of Blacks, women, Native Americans, Hispanics, and radicals for they and their 
perspectives are devalued and excluded, unable to survive in the oxygen-less atmosphere of 
white, male, straight, patriotic, anthropocentric, speciesist orthodoxy. It would entail that 
Horowitz support progressives’ efforts to introduce critical perspectives and issues such as race, 
gender, and class. In an administratively conservative and capitalist academic environment, 
where because leftist, radical, and controversial viewpoints are so completely scattered, rare, and 
marginalized, hiring radical professors, introducing radical viewpoints into the class precisely is 
the needed correction needed to achieve any kind of meaningful pluralism and “balance.” 

Horowitz ignores the overwhelming corporate and rightwing institutional biases of the 
entire university, its budget operations, and research goals. Universities are corporate institutions 
dominated by narrow economic interests and conservative values. In sad fact, university power is 
a right/conservative/corporate power not a left/progressive/faculty power. Despite a strong cadre 
of progressives and radicals at campuses such as UCLA, probably nowhere are leftists – radicals, 
not liberals -- a majority or significant political force. Most certainly, they do not work high up 
in administrative channels, they do not control budgets, they do not monopolize the power to hire 
and fire, and they do not impose radical agendas in classrooms, departments, and programs. The 
truth is, as this book documents, that left, critical, radical, progressive thinking, writing, 
speaking, teaching, and activism is discouraged, held in contempt, and at best tolerated. 
Abstractions such as “academic left,” “liberal-left,” and “Dirty Thirty” vaporize salient 
distinctions and differences in totalizing clouds of rhetoric. The conflation of liberal into left 
obscures the key point that liberal views are far more palatable to administrators, regents, and 
outside rightwing interests ready to pounce, and that liberals have far more in common with 
conservatives that radicals when it comes to challenging the institutional logic of an entire 
system of repression that is capitalism and neoliberalism. The real power lies high up in the 
chain of centralized, with Deans, Provosts, Presidents, Chancellors, Regents, and CEOs, all of 
whom, if not conservative in their politics, promote a capitalist agenda and the corporate model 
of education implemented in a state of mutual tension and antipathy to the political worldview 
and pedagogical philosophy of radical professors and many liberal ones as well. Moreover, it is 
increasingly the case, as we discuss further below, that a whole host of individuals, institutions, 
and organizations exert powerful pressure and influence on universities to push capitalist and 
right-wing agendas and purge higher education of progressive thinkers, radical or even liberal 
teaching, multiculturalism, and minority programs such as Women’s Studies. Thus, far from a 
hegemonic or monolithic bloc, academic leftists are an endangered species and attacks on the 
tenure system threaten to render them extinct. 

 
The ABOR is ludicrous for a number of reasons. First, it is redundant and ignores (or 

distorts) the fact that universities already have a conceptually sound code of freedom and 
responsibilities for both professors and students, such as have been clarified and promoted by the 
AAUP’s "1940 Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure" that specifies how teachers should 
conduct themselves in research, teaching, public forums, and with students. Predictably, 
however, instead of being viewed as articulated and enforced moral principles, such doctrines are 
rejected out of hand as leftwing propaganda.  Second, the concept of “balance” automatically 
imposes mandates and constraints on professors, such as come from ideologues like Horowitz 
and outside political and legal institutions that strip autonomy and self-governance from faculty. 
Not only is the concept of “balance” vague, it is an impossible ideal to achieve; it revives 
discredited positive ideologies that professors can adopt a neutral (rather than always-already 
biased) stance and always give equal time and consideration to opposing viewpoints. The 



concept of “balance” and “equal” time are absurd if one is required to teach the KKK along with 
Martin Luther King Jr., flat-earth approaches along with contemporary astronomy, creationism in 
conjunction with Christianity. Apologists argue that [t]he Academic Bill of Rights does not 
require the teaching of all views on every topic or any topic, nor does it mandate the teaching of 
any particular viewpoint…the only spectrum of opinion which it proposes that professors should 
explore is “the spectrum of significant scholarly viewpoints on the subjects examined in their 
courses.”106 What is this spectrum? How many sides or perspectives does a professor have to 
teach to satisfy the proposed diversity requirements? And who determines the answers to these 
questions? Horowitz and his student foot-soldiers are chasing a Platonic archetype of a perfectly 
balanced debate, and their heavy-handed efforts to realize pedagogical balance are more likely to 
stultify than realize it.  

As argued by Craig Smith of the American Federation of Teachers, the ABOR, like the 
ACTA “intellectual diversity” bill, “is nothing more than an ideological attack on institutions of 
higher education and the faculty who work in these institutions. It breeds distrust in one of our 
country’s most valued enterprises and defames the work of dedicated professionals.”107 The real 
purpose of the bill is not to secure student "rights," but rather “to institute state monitoring of 
universities, to impose specific points of view on instructors — in many cases, points of view 
that have been intellectually discredited — and ultimately to silence dissenting voices by 
punishing universities that protect them.” 108 The bill threatens to strip faculty authority and 
nullifies strong collegial disciplinary norms to by making decisions about pedagogy dependent 
upon the views of extra-departmental committees, university administrations, Congress, and the 
courts. In the rare cases where faculty behave inappropriately toward students, there are already 
in place set principles known by professors and enforced by their peers that act to protect 
students. Far from improving these standards, ABOR would undermine them and cast a 
paralyzing chill over teacher-student relations by marching in political bureaucrats that would act 
ideological and pedagogical police agents. Imposed diversity and balance requirements, 
moreover, open the door to student complaints – especially rightwing students prodded by well-
funded conservative organizations with strong political agendas -- of indoctrination and can stop 
teaching before it can start. “Whatever the intentions of the drafters,” the American Historical 
Association notes, “the ABOR has already unleashed forces that seek to stifle free and open 
debate on campus. In Florida, for example, Representative Dennis Baxley says that his version of 
the ABOR would enable students to sue professors who do not teach Intelligent Design (ID) 
…The most serious danger posed by the ABOR, however, is that it could snuff out all 
controversial discussion in the classroom. A campus governed by the ABOR would present 
professors with an impossible dilemma: either play it safe or risk administrative censure by 
saying something that might offend an overly sensitive student.”109 

Horowitz appropriates the liberal language of balance and diversity as an ideological 
smokescreen to marginalize progressive views, fire radical teachers, and elevate rightwing 
doctrine and doctrinaires to a pre-60s level of ideological hegemony. He rails against politicizing 
the classroom, but he himself is pushing the most aggressive political agenda of all, peddling his 
program to congress, state legislatures, CEOs, reactionary televangelists, and the like. Quite 
transparently, the aim of Horowitz’s ABOR is not to take politics out of the classroom but to 
thoroughly politicize every facet of university research and teaching, to extirpate liberal and left 
professors from the university, to restore the university to a one-dimensional ideological factory 
devoid of dissenting views, controversial ideas, and passionate political debate. His goal is to 
decimate the “academic left” and to force whatever people are left to pass ideological litmus test 



before they can be hired, accepted, and promoted in the system.  And all these fallacies, 
hypocrisies, errors, and posturing, to add insult to injury, are framed as benefiting students when 
in facts students are just the pawns in a rightwing power play. 

 
Philosophically vacuous and political laughable, Horowitz’s fanatical positions and 

projects are ignored only at our peril and must be resolutely fought, along with every other 
recrudescence of academic fascism, at every turn. The momentum gathered by the Academic Bill 
of Rights is a testament to the growing reactionary ideology of the far right in the post-9/11 era, 
which deploys tactics reminiscent of the anti-intellectual fascist forces of Nazi Germany.110 
While the ABOR is not law in any state, it and related bills have been introduced by Republican 
politicians in over two dozen state legislatures such as Florida, Indiana, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Missouri, and California; although the legislation mostly died for inaction, 
versions of it have been passed in Ohio, Colorado, and Georgia; and Oklahoma used an 
academic freedom bill to smuggle in religious instruction in public science classrooms.111  Most 
ominously, in 2007,the Arizona state legislature passed a bill intended to ban any teaching which 
“encouraged dissent” from the “denigration, disparagement or encouragement of dissent from 
values of American democracy and Western civilization” in any publicly funded educational 
institutions, and would fire and/or fine teachers who violated state-imposed standards of 
rightwing ideological correctness.112 

While Horowitz himself said such measures went too far, his efforts inspire academic 
witchhunts and drive more stakes in the heart of academic freedom. Indeed, according to the 
Free Exchange Coalition, “Horowitz admits his proposal doesn't need to win in the legislature to 
have its desired impact. Provided that the media keeps reporting on it, and no one challenges 
Horowitz and ACTA along the way, they'll continue to hamper free speech.”113 To be very clear: 
there is a very serious intent behind the ABOR and the political maneuvering of Horowitz: it is, 
precisely, to discredit, marginalize, and eventually purge critical left analysis from the precincts 
of the university, turning campuses into non-think tanks of the conservative and religious right 
and discursive factories for the reproduction of neoliberal capitalist consensus.114 Funded by 
corporate organizations, plotting with ultra-conservative politicians, spreading his message to the 
vast wasteland of televangelism, Horowitz already has too much power and discretion on his side 
and is lusting for more.  

Horowitz, D’Souza, and other neo-McCarthyite culture warriors surfaced at the same 
moment that neoliberal capitalism is transforming the universities and cutting back or 
eliminating while department and areas of study not serviceable for producing research and grant 
money, bringing in the corporate sponsors, or elevating the school football team to a profit-
making enterprise. As Horowitz aims to eliminate the academic left, the military-industrial-state 
complex seeks to undercut the autonomy of the university, stripping decision-making and 
autonomy from the faculty, and placing power in the hands of a legion of reactionary forces 
outside the university trying to influence and control the hiring, firing, and teaching processes 
that unfold within. Faculty must become aware, grow concerned, join forces, formulate a plan, 
organize unions, fight for radical social change, and thereby mount a counter-hegemony and 
counter-resistance. Horowitz and the Academic Bill of Rights do not occur in isolation, but are 
part of a four decade long assault on public funding of universities, just as the culture wars are a 
flank to an economic class war to defund universities and minimize the damaging effects of 
education and critical thinking on conservative hegemony.115 

The Tactics of Neo-McCarthyism 



 
“War is too important to be left to the generals.” Neoconservative Eliot Cohen 
 
After 9/11, the far right, like their kingpin Bush and his neocon cabinet, saw at last an 
outstanding opportunity to advance their interests and they capitalized. By 2005, it was clear that 
the right had adopted a full-out, Al Qaeda-style, simultaneous, multiple-front commando raid on 
US colleges and universities, targeting academic freedom through dozens of networks, 
organizations, and ideologues unleashed in order to cause maximal casualties to the their avowed 
enemy, the liberal-left, who are corrupting the youth, weakening America in a time of crisis, and 
undermining Western civilization itself.  Their propaganda machines are revved up full throttle 
and fuelled by lies, dissembling, disingenuousness, distortion, caricatures, hypocrisy, and ad 
hominem smears. To paraphrase the ACTA query, we might ask “How Many David 
Horowitz’s?” are formicating throughout academia and culture in general. The indefinite but 
alarming answer is that a legion of ignorant, malignant pseudo-patriots and fascist ideologies 
have taken to the radio, television, Internet, blogosphere, lecture circuit, classroom, and state 
legislatures to promote lies, spew hate, demonize good scholars and teachers, stifle critical 
thought and dissent, and unleash the forces of fascism waiting to break the dam of a damaged 
democracy. Dressed in the garb of rights, tolerance, diversity, respect, and freedom, the 
rightwing assault on academia in reality is the antithesis of all these ideals and a dangerous threat 
to higher education. The verbal fusillade sprayed from all directions, including conservative 
politicians (governors, senators, congresspeople, and the Presidency itself often), mass media 
(especially rightwing radio and Fox News), wealthy foundations (including Castle Rock, Olin, 
and Bradley), interest groups such as ACTA, the Internet and blogosphere, ideologues such as 
D’Souza and Horowitz, and rightwing student groups. 

The most infamous instance of academic repression in the post-9/11 era unquestionably is 
Ward Churchill, a full professor and Chair of the Department of Ethnic Studies at University of 
Colorado, Boulder (UCB). Given the protections afforded by tenure, it is rare for a tenured 
professor to be fired, unless through grave charges such as sexual harassment or criminal 
misconduct, but Churchill was fired for writing that the thousands of “little Eichmanns” in the 
World Trade Center being legitimate targets of war. Offensive to many, controversial to be sure, 
it was fully within Churchill’s rights as a private citizen to interpret 9/11 as he saw fit. Yet the 
public outrage over his comments, and the ensuing media firestorm, put strong pressure on the 
University of Colorado to fire him, which the Board of Regents did on July 24, 2007 on absurd 
trumped up charges and sub-standard scholarship. To be clear: buckling to pressure from 
rightwing politicians, media windbags like Bill O’Reilly, and the power of the purse strings 
wealth donors threaten to take away should Churchill continue to teach, the University of 
Colorado fired a tenured professor because of his political views, not for any malfeasance. 
Churchill became America’s own Salman Rushdie terrorized by the fatwa of the right, and the 
action taken against him was a blatant case of academic repression.116  

Once the home of open thinking and political debate, classrooms have become pervaded 
by fear and paranoia. The firing of Churchill – a renowned scholar, superb teacher, and popular 
public intellectual -- sounded a “warning to the academic community,” the ACLU wrote to the 
UCB Board of Regents, “that politically unpopular dissenters speak out at their own peril.”117 
Indeed, the Churchill affair was just one of many cases of attacks on academic freedom that 
eerily evokes the tyranny of the McCarthy era when artists were blacklisted and professors were 
fired. In the heat of the Churchill light we forget that he is only one of many individuals who 



have been denied hassled, ostracized, punished in some way, or even fired for speaking and 
writing about controversial issues. To mention just a few salient cases, many of which are 
discussed in this book118:  

• 1983, Boston University: President John Silber fired education professor Henry Giroux, 
following the mandates of outside conservative voices over unanimous tenure committee 
recommendations for promotion to tenure. 

 
• 1992, Washington State University: Sociology professor Rik Scarce was brought by the 

federal government before a Grand Jury to provide information on the sources he used to 
research his book on the radical environmental movement and was jailed for over 5 
months for refusing to break his professional code of confidentiality with interview 
subjects.  

 
• 2003, DePaul University: Professor Norman Finkelstein, the son of Holocaust survivors 

and an outspoken opponent of Zionism, was denied tenure, despite recommendations at 
both department and college levels, after the university President capitulated to a 
rightwing smear campaign led by Harvard law professor, Alan Dershowitz. Adding to the 
outrage, professor Mehrene Larudee was fired at the same time, just 19 days before 
becoming director of DePaul's program in international studies, for no clear reason other 
than openly defending Finkelstein. 

 
• 2003, University of South Florida: An ill-fated 2001 appearance on The O’Reilly Factor 

whipped up renewed controversy that led to the firing, imprisonment, and deportation of 
an award-winning tenured computer engineering professor, Sami Al-Arian, on 
unsubstantiated charges that he belonged to a Palestinian Islamic “Jihad” group cause.  

 
• November 2003, University of California, Berkeley: Ignacio H. Chapela, Assistant 

Professor of ecology was denied tenure due to his public opposition to genetic 
modification of crops and his criticism of the ties between Berkeley and the Swiss-based 
biotechnology industry, Novartis (in May 2005,  after Chapela’s appeal and lawsuit, the 
university reversed course and granted him tenure). 

 
• 2003, Bard College: the publication of Joel Kovel’s controversial book, Overcoming 

Zionism, led to his removal from the Alger Hiss Chair of Social Studies at Bard College 
which he held since 1988; pressure against the University of Michigan Press by pro-Israel 
groups and a Zionist watchdog team (StandWithUs, an offshoot of Campus Watch), 
prompted the press to stop distribution of his book (a decision the press later overturned). 

 
• May 2004, Buffalo, New York: The FBI and the Joint Terrorism Task Force arrested and 

detained Steve Kurtz, an art professor at SUNY Buffalo of bogus charges of violating the 
US Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989. 

• 2004-2005, Columbia University: Acclaimed scholar and critic of Israel, Joseph Massad, 
after enduring many years of hostile non-students interrupting his classes, was subject to 
an inquisition-like investigation of his teaching methods after a student and a propaganda 
film by David Pipes falsely charged him of unfair treatment to students with pro-Israel 



views; the investigation was dropped despite demands from The New York Times (!) for a 
more aggressive inquiry.119 

 
• February 2005, Columbia University: Rashid Khalidi, a highly-respected Middle Eastern 

scholar and the esteemed director of the Middle East Institute, was dismissed from 
teaching professional development courses, as a result of his political views and a 
baseless story by The New York Sun that he denounced Israel as a “racist” state with an 
“apartheid system.”  

• Spring 2005, Yale University: Assistant Professor David Graeber, an internationally 
acclaimed anthropology scholar, was fired amidst controversy over his anarchist politics 
and support of the Yale graduate student unionization movement. 

 
• May 2005, University of Texas, El Paso: Steven Best, an outspoken supporter of the #1 

US “domestic terrorist” group, the Animal Liberation Front, was banned from the UK, 
falsely accused of leading and recruiting students into the group; summoned to speak 
before the Senate Eco-Terrorism hearings; and precipitously removed from his position 
as chair of the philosophy department. 

 
• January 2006, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary: Accomplished scholar Sheri 

Klouda was forced out of a tenure track position when the seminary reverted to the 
position that women were “unqualified by Scripture” and Biblically forbidden to instruct 
men in matters of theology and biblical languages. 

 
• June 2006, Brigham Young University: Just days after publishing a newspaper column in 

support of same-sex marriage, adjunct instructor Jeffrey Nielsen is fired by Daniel 
Graham, chair of the philosophy department. 

 
• November 2006, USA: Adam Habib, a noted South African scholar, was denied entry 

into the US and had his visa revoked indefinitely, because the State Department labeled 
him a “terrorist.”  

 
• 2005-2007, Barnard College: Palestinian-American scholar Nadia Abu El Haj’s tenure 

promotion was imperiled due to the smear campaign of Campus Watch, FrontPage, 
alumnae at Barnard and Columbia University, and other pro-Israel ideologues through 
online petitions and other forms of pressure. 

 
• February 2007, Spring Arbor University, Michigan: Baptist minister and longtime 

professor, Rev. John Nemecek, is fired for failure to “model Christian character” after 
coming out as a transgendered person. 

 
• August, 2007, University of California, Irvine: After offering the position of founding 

dean of a new law school to renowned lawyer and media pundit, Erwin Chermerinsky, 
chancellor Michael V. Drake withdrew – and subsequently restored -- the offer on the 
grounds that he was “too politically controversial” and “polarizing” in his commentaries. 

 



• April 2008, University of Nevada at Reno: After filing a complaint about laboratory 
animal abuse that resulted in a $377,000 loss in research money for his university, 
Hussein S. Hussein, Associate Professor of Animal Biotechnology, was fired and banned 
from the campus. 

 

• Fall 2008: Noted education scholar and former member of the Weather Underground, 
Bill Ayers, is systematically attacked by the McCain-Palin ticket as an “unrepentant 
domestic terrorist,” a charge pressed not only to urge the University of Illinois-Chicago to 
fire Ayers, but also to smear then Democratic presidential nominee Barack Obama.  

Clearly, these cases and countless others cohere in a systemic pattern of repression and send 
a chilling message to any professor wanting to speak out on a controversial issue such as US 
imperialism, corporate globalization, or the Israel-Palestinian conflict. For if tenured professors 
can for their political views, if professors can go to jail for protecting their sources, these cases 
must send chills up the spine of untenured, part-time, adjunct, and contingent faculty concerned 
about financial security and perhaps supporting a family, above all in depressed job markets and 
a recessionary economy.  

Rightwing attempts at an academic coup come straight out of the McCarthyite playbook, and 
utilize heavy doses of Orwellian doublespeak for maximal obfuscation, coding an attack on free 
speech as a defense and masking partisan interests as general concern. The surge in surveillance 
and repression has led to the term “neo-McCarthyism” becoming a genre in itself, signaling the 
recrudescence of the tactics used in that dark chapter of US history. Of course history never 
repeats itself in exactly the same way, yet in a contemporary context current elements of 
repression not only reiterate McCarthyism and also revive earlier tactics of repression such as the 
Alien and Sedition Acts.  

 If central elements of McCarthyism included jingoism, anti-communism, surveillance, 
suppression and demonization of dissent, imposed conformity, witchhunts against domestic 
“enemies,” overriding civil liberties in appeal to national security, guilt through association, 
subpoenaing, naming names, blacklisting, and paranoia of national security threats from abroad 
and within, then all of these tactics have been utilized heavily in the aftermath of 9/11 and the 
current neo-McCarthyist era.120 

First, like McCarthyism, neo-McCarthyism promotes fear and paranoia – over a terrorist 
attack on the nation and/or a communist-radical takeover of the university system – in order to 
prepare an atmosphere in which extreme control measures seem warranted and necessary and 
dissent is anti-American. Just as Bush falsely tried to link Saddam Hussein to Al Qaeda, so 
Horowitz, D’ Souza, Bennett, Coulter, and other culture warriors attempt to connect the 
liberal/left professoriate to moral decay, social breakdown, and enabling jihadist strike forces. 
Indeed, neo-McCarthyites easily perpetuate paranoia because they are paranoid, that is to say, 
they nervously hallucinate malevolent forces or people out to get America. But no doubt in many 
cases the far right consciously distorts and wildly exaggerates its paranoia to justify their attacks 
on the liberal/left. The main delusions and errors, it should be clear, is that liberal-democrats are 
hostile and harmful to America (wrong), that leftists and radicals are overtaking US campuses 
(wrong), that the progressive faculty dogmatically indoctrinate America’s youth (wrong), and 
that critical teachings are damaging to students or violate their rights (wrong). 

 



Second, like McCarthyism, neo-McCarthyism is anchored in the demonization of its 
opponents (whether berated as liberals, leftists, radicals, or fascists) and stems from a fanatical 
and fundamentalist mindset that sees the world in dogmatic and Manichean terms of Good vs. 
Evil and Black vs. White. Then and now, the forces of fear warn not only of external threats (be 
it Russia or jihadists) but also of the enemy within, including academics and radical (“domestic 
terrorists”) animal rights and environmental activists. This dualistic logic draws on the either/or 
fallacy of reducing people to being Americans or traitors, patriots or defectors, conservatives or 
communists, pro-American or anti-civilization, but of course loyalty to one’s country demands 
critical scrutiny of government to ensure it faithfully follows the Constitution and crafts sound 
strategies relating to matters such as heal, energy, and foreign policy. One principle avenue of 
this tactic is through unfounded insinuations and allegations against their leftwing opponents, 
denouncing them as anti-Semitic, un-American, or enablers of terrorism. One key point of 
congruence between McCarthyism and neo-McCarthyism is how ultra-conservatives cynically 
manipulated the patriotism of liberals, which they always said was far from adequate and did not 
go near enough in thought or action to be truly patriotic. Just as McCarthyites endlessly pricked 
the staunchest anti-communists as “too soft on communism,” so today rightwing politicians like 
Karl “Bush’s Brain” Rove invidiously belittle and impugn the patriotism of center and right-
leaning democrats by accusing them of wanting to only write petitions to the Taliban and never 
confront them with armed force.  

 
Third, neo-McCarthyites adhere to ideology not facts. Their tar-and-feathering tactics can 

often take the cruder form of simply spewing lies, slander, and unsubstantiated charges against 
someone, such as by taking quotes out of context, outright fabrication or claims (such as by 
baselessly impugning Massad or other Middle East Studies professors of intolerance toward 
dissenting student views or, as Martosko did on live C-Span TV, accusing Best of leading the 
underground movement for animal liberation and populating his cells with cherry-picked 
students). 

 
Fourth, the post-9/11 era, parallel to the 1950s, aggressively tries to extirpate threats to 

tradition and social order through witchhunts, such as one starkly sees in the attacks of UCB and 
mass media inquisitors against Churchill and Horowitz’s aggressive assault on liberal and radical 
academics. While academics and celebrities are not being hauled before Congressional 
Committees, animal rights and environmental activists are being coerced under threat of 
subpoena or imprisonment if they do not cooperate with grand juries and Congressional 
Committees (such as the Congressional Eco-Terrorism hearings presided over by Oklahoma 
Senator James “Global Warming is a Myth” Inhofe).  

 
Fifth, enemies are identified through various forms of surveillance. Neo-McCarthyite 

forces do not leave it up to the state to monitor and identify domestic threats to higher education 
and society, they undertake this operation themselves. A novel and disturbing tactic of neo-
McCarthyism is sending students (often for pay) into professors’ classrooms, recording their 
words, and then posting their most critical and controversial statements on conservative “watch” 
sites such as Campus Watch, the David Project, and Discoverthenetworks.org. This tactic calls 
attention to controversial professors who dare to question authority, vilifies them up and down, 
and applies pressure on administrators to remove them from their teaching posts. Surveillance 
and enforcement of patriotically correct standards casts a chill and paranoia over the classroom, 
as professors frequently second-guess and self-censor course material and commentary.  

 



Sixth, a key tactic of harnessing “subversives” is through applying the causal fallacy of 
guilt-by-association, such as when Bill O’Reilly demonized Sami Al-Arian as a terrorist through 
six degrees of separation to Islamic jihadists. This is a totalizing strategy that throws all suspects 
into the same conceptual cell, and one version of it is the conflation of liberals and radicals into 
the category of “leftist,” “communist,” or “terrorist,” and the 2008 McCain-Palin campaign 
desperately tried try to link Obama to Bill Ayers or Rashid Khalidi, and thus to terrorism.121 

 
Seventh, naming names, blacklisting, and political hit lists are back with a vengeance. 

The ACTA report on 40 “un-American” professors, Horowitz’s compilation of the “101 Most 
Dangerous Professors,” the Brown Alumni group’s dossier on the UCLA “Dirty Thirty,” and 
websites such as Target of Opportunity all name names as part of their black bag character and 
career assassination jobs. 

 
Eighth, throughout the First Red Scare, the Second Red Scare, McCarthyism, neo-

McCarthyism, and the Green Scare, the Constitution is violated routinely as the Bill of Rights 
and other laws are ignored or nullified with new laws and signings. But as later rulings rescinded 
and renounced witchhunt tactics deployed throughout the twentieth century, as unconstitutional, 
so, one can only hope future courts will rule against current repressive laws such as are inscribed 
in the USA PATRIOT Act. 

 
True, while we have not yet seen the firing of hundreds or thousands of teachers for being 

radicals, that time is impending and meanwhile we are seeing a virulent neo-McCarthyism that in 
many ways is worse than its prototype and other eras and events in the history of US 
repression.122 “There are parallels to McCarthy’s days,” Ward Churchill notes, “but the 
techniques have advanced. What that era didn’t have is an articulated plan to convert the 
institutions of higher learning to the dominant ideology.”123 Similarly, Ellen Schrecker, author of 
numerous books on the McCarthy Era, notes the advancement in the techniques of repression: 
“What’s different between now and the McCarthy Era is that then attacks were on individual 
professors for extracurricular activities with communist groups or whatever. At no time was 
anybody’s teaching or research brought into question. What’s different today, and I think more 
scary, are things directed against curriculum and classroom and attempts by outside political 
forces to dictate the syllabus.”124 Unlike the McCarthy era, most threats to academic freedom - 
real or perceived -- do not yet involve the state. Nor are they buttressed by widespread popular 
support, as anticommunism was during the 50s. But in other ways, Schrecker argues, 
comparisons are apt: "In some respects it's more dangerous. McCarthyism dealt mainly with off-
campus political activities. Now they focus on what is going on in the classroom. It's very 
dangerous because it's reaching into the core academic functions of the university, particularly in 
Middle-Eastern studies."125 

 
Academic repression in the twenty-first century is far more organized and extensive than 

anything preceding it, and it is funded not only by the finite budget of the state, but also from the 
virtually unlimited resources of the right. Today; we do not see the hands of power coming from 
Congress and the FBI so much as we witness a proliferation of tentacles emerging from private 
interest groups, conservative foundations, mass media, rightwing student organizations, and 
professional mercenaries and hit-men like Dinesh D’Souza and David Horowitz, all of whom 
pressure university administrations to fire a targeted enemy or threaten to withhold donations if 
faculty. 

 



. Moreover, academic repression in the post-9/11 era is far broader and deeper in reach, 
targeting courses, syllabi, and entire departments, extending surveillance mechanisms from 
individuals’ homes or meeting halls directly into the classroom. And not only are the current 
embodiments of HUAC and Senator McCarthy trying to weed out dissent within universities, 
their ultimate goal is to irrevocably alter higher education by eradicating free speech and critical 
thinking and dismantling the tenure system. In the 1950s, moreover, the university was relatively 
autonomous from the corporate-military complex which it is so inseparably intertwined with 
today. If decades ago academic freedom, the integrity of tenure and faculty autonomy, and the 
educational merit of the university as a whole had a cold, today higher education is reeling from 
a black plague, dengue fever, or Ebola virus that is spreading with lethal effect, and yet the 
professoriate by and large remains as complacent as the any other group struggling for life and 
laughter in the work camps and carnivals of advanced capitalism.  

 
When looking for a pattern in the key forces identifying the forces decimating academic 

freedom over the last two decades, one is immediately struck by ability of outside forces to shape 
hiring and firing decisions and academic policy in general, in matters that should be determined 
within university institutions themselves in accord with faulty autonomy. While this pattern was 
set already by the late nineteenth century, and was evident in cases such as Bemis (discussed 
above) where major donors or corporate trustees could intervene in faculty affairs, the 
interference has escalated despite codified free speech rights and tenure protections. Rightwing 
ideologues appoint themselves as arbiters of truth; they adopt a zero-tolerance policy of criticism 
of the homeland, especially in the aftermath of 9/11 and during times of war; they identify the 
offending voices of dissent and opposition to government policy, and they then call attention to 
the branded heretic and organize a plethora of outside forces to bring pressure to bear upon 
university administration to silence or fire the critic who speaks outside his or her areas of 
specialization and dares to criticize the government. Senators and congresspersons, sundry 
conservative foundations and interest groups, the powerful Israel lobby machine and pro-Israeli 
groups such as the David Project (which produced the propaganda film against Columbia 
University professor Joseph Massad), rightwing radio and talk show hosts, Internet sites such as 
Campus Watch, parents organized by the right, alumni associations, powerful corporations, 
wealthy donors and backers, influential meddlers and intruders such as Alan Dershowitz, and 
corporate-backed individuals such as David Horowitz.  

 
These are the agents of repression. They bribe, threaten, and stigmatize. They seek to fire 

professors, restrict funding for or eliminate various “studies programs,” and they represent 
students in lawsuits to protect their “right” not to hear any ideas that contradict their entrenched 
worldview. They pursue the common goal of eliminating critical and radical thinking, restoring 
the hegemony of conservative values and ideologies, and attacking the foundation of academic 
free speech: the tenure system.126 In a classic case of psychological projection, they aim to create 
exactly what they accuse the liberal/left of doing, namely indoctrinating not educating. With the 
assistance of rightwing student mercenaries, self-appointed “watchdogs” identify radical 
professors, surveil their every word, trash their work in tendentious reviews, generate media 
controversy and publicity about their views, and apply pressure on administrators to purge them 
from the faculty pool and to block appointments of scholars with dissenting views.  

 
The US government itself has operated as a hostile external force, meddling in the affairs 

of academics with legitimate purposes and a bona fide right to visit the country and address 
colleagues in academic settings, yet were vilified as “supporters of terrorism” – if given a reason 



for rejection of a visa at all -- and barred entry. Unable to learn the lessons of history, the US 
continues to use the same tactics of the McCarthy era, using “national security” as a cover for 
censorship and academic repression. 

 
 It is important we emphasize that professors certainly are accountable to certain norms 
and standards and do not stand outside the purview of public criticism. Nonetheless, reactionary 
interests are imposing their partisan politics on universities in a blatantly political and intrusive 
way that slanders scholars, disrupts or destroys careers, and muzzles free speech by subjecting 
ideas to ideological litmus tests – all in the name of diversity, rights, and freedom.127 As one 
writer puts it, “It is university faculty, not outside political groups with partisan political agenda, 
who are best able to judge the quality of their peers’ research and teaching. This is not just a 
question of academic autonomy, but of the future of a democratic society. This is a time [in the 
post-9/11 world] in which we need more thoughtful reflection about the world, not less.”128  
 

Here again we see the McCarthyesque logic at work, the old “you’re-with-us-or-against-
us” false option, the badgering and bullying. But the two generations of McCarthyites were right 
about one thing, there was an enemy within – only it wasn’t the liberals, the democrats, or the 
animal and Earth liberationists; rather it was them, the Machiavellian mercenaries who had no 
fear or shame in doing whatever it took to acquire and control power, Politically motivated 
demagogues from outside should have no more right intervening in academic matters than 
academics should have to meddle in the affairs of doctors or policemen, matters better left to 
teach organization’s own internal review board. As the Ad Hoc Committee to Defend the 
University states, “Academic freedom means not only the right to pursue a variety of 
interpretations, but the maintenance of standards of truth and acceptability by one’s peers…It is 
university faculty, not outside political groups with partisan political agenda, who are best able to 
judge the quality of their peers’ research and teaching. This is not just a question of academic 
autonomy, but of the future of a democratic society. This is a time in which we need more 
thoughtful reflection about the world, not less.”129  
 
Neoliberalism and Academia 
 
“There follows one corollary which itself deserves to be inscribed upon every wall of the city of 
philosophy: Do not block the path of inquiry.” Charles S. Peirce 
 
It is crucial to recognize that the political motivations and forces driving academic repression are 
not merely ideological in some abstract sense, but rather operate within specific economic 
arrangements and with distinct economic and political goals. Insight into present dynamics 
begins with understanding the big picture, the dynamics that for at least four decades have been 
aggressively transforming universities and colleges from institutions of “higher learning” into 
corporate industries, military research outposts, sites of social reproduction and 
capitalist/individualist ideologies, and factories to churn out the normalized, narcissistic, 
unreflective, and homogenized workforce needed for global capitalism to advance.  
 

 It was not paranoia that led John Dewey in the 1940s to warn that a corporatization 
process had begun whereby universities learned to shape and pattern themselves on a business 
model driven by the need to compete and turn education into a profit-making enterprise. Nor was 
it delusional when in 1961 President Eisenhower warned that the “military industrial complex” 
posed a threat to the balance of powers and to civil liberties. The fusion of warfare, capitalism, 



science, and technology cannot take place without knowledge, advanced technologies, and a 
low-cost labor base, such as one finds ready-made in universities and their exploited graduate 
student labor pools. Where science, engineering, and technology are crucial to capitalistic 
militarism and militaristic capitalism, universities form the third leg in a triadic system of 
postmodern power. It is a telling fact that the US spends more in the military sector than the rest 
of the world combined.  

 
If ever universities -- mythical bastions of learning, reason, and enlightenment in pursuit 

of the Good and the True -- stuck purely to these goals apart from outside social influences, 
certainly by the mid-twentieth century institutions of higher learning merged with the amoral 
corporations and the Machiavellian military, in a cozy, mutually benefitting relationship in which 
universities placed themselves in the service of business and war machines, prostituting 
themselves for profit and influence. By the 1960s, universities became increasingly dependent 
upon outside sources of money, and turned to corporations for funding; the money flowed in, but 
the universities sold their soul, or rather, their knowledge base, much of their faculty, and even 
entire departments went to work for corporations doing R&D and product testing. Following 
developing trends, universities were run on a corporate business model that saw knowledge as a 
commodity, students as tuition revenues and vessels to be trained for the global marketplace, and 
professors as mere laborers rather than practitioners of a communicative art form or noble 
profession. As corporations themselves, universities were interested in buying materials, 
investing in research and projects, inventing and patenting new technologies or advances in 
science and medicine, and competing on the marketplace. 

 
Consequently, deconstructing fictitious humanist ideals, describing the real goals and 

imperatives of “higher learning,” and delegitimizing the power systems that actually run 
universities, many theorists saw that the boundary lines between universities, corporations, and 
military/warfare/social policing systems were dissolving. They no longer saw three separate, 
unrelated entities, but rather one gigantic industrial complex. The term “academic-military-
industrial complex” is shorthand for the intersection, overlapping, and implosion of universities, 
the corporate private sector, the Department of Defense and various armed forces services, and 
the security and regulatory apparatuses of the State – all knotted together in a vast, predatory 
bureaucratic system developed for social and geopolitical domination.130 131 By the 1990s, 
certainly, the questioning of scientific epistemology took on a far broader and more 
consequential term with critical scrutiny of the university institution itself, by charting the 
transformations of the mission and function of universities in the post-war era. Building on 
attacks on the politics of knowledge driving university research, a number of radical theorists, 
such as Stanley Aronowitz, Henry Giroux, Peter McLaren, Sandra Harding, and numerous 
contributors to this book analyzed how the nobler purposes and missions of universities and 
institutions of “higher learning” became corrupted and degraded. Hence, a spate of important 
new critical works emerged deconstructing the mythology of higher education and the academy 
as an institution.132  

As capitalism changes, so must education, and the rise of science and technology to 
dominant “productive forces” in the postindustrial phase of capital transforms education 
increasingly from a focus on humanities to narrow functional knowledge. The fusion of warfare, 
capitalism, science, and technology cannot take place without knowledge and advanced 
technologies; the university not only specializes in R&D matters, it also – unlike private research 
laboratories – delivers an ultra-cheap labor base, such as lies ready-at-hand with graduate student 



labor pools. Where science, engineering, and technology are crucial to capitalistic militarism and 
militaristic capitalism, universities form the third leg in a triadic system of postmodern power. 
The noble functions of higher education such as inculcating critical thinking skills, identities as 
citizens and members of interdependent communities, and the ability to meaningfully participate 
in and shape a democratic form of government gave way to reconfiguring the university in 
theory and practice as a site for the (ideological and economic) social production and 
reproduction of laborers prepared to take their place within the global capitalist market.  

Universities had become part of the “one dimensional society” (Marcuse) they had the 
potential to devastatingly criticize and overturn in favor of richly educated, highly cultured, 
autonomous citizens. Increasingly, the humanities and liberal arts were eclipsed by science, 
chemistry, mathematics, agriculture, geology, engineering, marketing, business, accounting, 
advertising, and other fields including sports. Critical thinking and fostering autonomy and 
citizenship skills, gave way to the university as a site of social production and reproduction of 
laborers for the global capitalist market. The economic rationale to increase university profits 
and functional purpose of producing individuals trained for science, technology, and business 
had the ideological bonus of homogenizing thought and stifling critical thinking. And under 
conditions of economic recession such as began to devastate global markets in 2008, universities 
have to tighten budgets and reduce or eliminate “superfluous” knowledges; simultaneously, 
students increasingly turn toward practical realities of careers and economic survival and forego 
the “luxury” of studying literature, philosophy, or art, fields that regardless are grossly 
underfunded as they occupy the bottom rung of budgetary priorities. As the 2008-9 crisis 
worsened plunging much of the globe into recession and depression, worried students fall in line 
with corporate academic policies that reduce or eliminate “superfluous” humanities requirements 
in order to peddle degrees in marketable careers. In this parody of higher learning, universities 
attempt to stay afloat by cashing in on terrified students and students try to survive by learning 
the skills that bring home the paycheck. 

 
Partly due to economic constraints and partly because of the growing hegemony of 

technoscience, it is hard to miss the implosion between universities and vocational schools that 
eliminate liberal arts requirements and do little more than job training and indoctrinating students 
with capitalist values of competition, individualism, materialism, greed, and so on. Vocational 
schools such as Phoenix University themselves are corporate behemoths with branches spread 
throughout the US like fast-food chains. Indeed, on the neoliberal-consumerist model of 
education, knowledge is nothing but information to be consumed as quickly as possible, a kind 
of fast food that is as injurious to the health of the mind as Whoppers and Big Macs are to the 
life of the body. In a society organized around work, productivity, and maximal exploitation of 
labor, no one has time for a satisfying meal let alone a genuine education, and the “slow food” 
movement ought to be linked to a drive toward a “slow education” that allows students the time 
and leisure to think and mature as human beings in pursuit of autonomy rather than in the service 
of capital. 

 
As corporations, universities were interested in buying materials, investing in research 

and projects, inventing and patenting new technologies or advances in science and medicine, and 
competing on the marketplace. In fact, In fact, by the 1980s and 1990s, universities and society 
as a whole were becoming increasingly corporatized, marketized, and globalized. Acting like 
capitalists committed to the tyranny of the bottom line, universities began the cut-and-slash 
tactics that Reagan took to social programs in the 1980s, for a profitable enterprise cannot have 



any excess costs and labor costs must be minimized. The dynamic that led to the restructuring of 
universities along corporate lines stemmed from aggressive neoliberal policies. The lassez-faire 
spirit of early capitalism was revived as neoliberalism in order to dismantle welfare states, trade 
barriers, environmental regulations, and anything that stood in the way of trade. Universities 
moved in consort with the social, political, economic, and military systems that were changing 
the nature of the world through an aggressive neo-imperialism policy that was part and parcel of 
neoliberal attempts to subjugate the entire world to corporate power and market logic while 
hopefully reviving a moribund American Empire. 

 
Following the dominant corporate model, universities initiated a “deskilling” of labor, 

part of a movement toward automated machinery and the replacement of workers with machines, 
and replaced the skilled labor of faculty with technology.133 Compliant with the needs of 
businesses and an overworked labor force, and updating higher learning for the age of the 
Internet, universities began to offer “long-distance learning” such that students and adults could 
earn a degree at home through correspondence with “teachers” reduced to functionaries who did 
little more than grade quantitative exams, raising the specter of a future university system that 
dispenses with teachers altogether in favor of computerized grading machines.134 “Increasingly,” 
Ollman writes, “university life has been organized on the basis of a complex system of tests, 
grades, and degrees, so that people know exactly where they fit, what they deserve, what has to 
be done to rise another notch on the scale, and so on. Discounting—as most educators do—their 
negative effects on scholarship, critical thinking, and collegiality, these practices have succeeded 
in instilling a new discipline and respect for hierarchy.”135  

 

As universities implemented the neoliberal model and economic realities became more 
pressing, particularly in the global economic crisis of 2008, the universities, like automobile 
industries and other businesses, continued a trend of downsizing that led to replacing tenured and 
full-time faculty with part-time, adjunct, and contingent instructors viewed contemptuously as an 
army of cheap surplus labor.136 Increasingly inadequate state funding due to fiscal crises led 
many to advocate the privatization of public education institutions, a shift perfectly consistent 
with the neoliberal trend toward gutting social services and putting public institutions into the 
hands of private interests. Serving the political-economic-ideological conditions of capitalism in 
one fell swoop, universities began their attack on the system of tenure in order to hire less-
expensive, wage-earning part-time instructors with few benefits and even less influence, 
dropping tenure positions after professors retire, and moving toward renewable three year 
contract systems, such as operate at Florida International University.137 In fact, this is only one of 
over 40 institutions around the country -- including Florida Gulf Coast University, Evergreen 
State College, Bennington, Bradford, Hampshire, and the University of Texas of the Permian 
Basin -- who hire professors only on annual or multi-year contracts.” 

Downsizing and deskilling not only saves universities salary costs and makes them more 
competitive (an economic benefit), it also creates a highly precarious faculty who, without job 
security, tend to be docile and afraid to speak out (an ideological benefit). Corporate apologists 
think that the tenure system is a relic from the industrial era that is outmoded in a postindustrial, 
neoliberal, post-Fordist “flexible” labor economy. In this world of hyperflux, people typically 
have numerous careers; it is unreasonable, neoliberals argue, to expect security, stability, and 
permanence; and the academic world, therefore, ought to open itself up to this dynamic market 
and change its institutional patterns before the market changes them. Faculty, however, reject 



this argument as market fetishism and fatalism, and insist that while post-Fordism may be fine 
for the automobile industry, it is anathema for education which demands the kind of system 
which can protect free speech, the heart of higher education. There is a direct connection 
between the quality of teaching, education, and a university system as a whole and the strength 
of academic freedom, tenure, and faculty governance. As tenure exists so academics can express 
themselves without fear of reprisal, and advances in knowledge and genuine learning depend on 
the free exchange of ideas, academics lacking the protections afforded by tenure are stifled and 
fearful of self-expression, and a weakened tenure system undermines research, teaching, and the 
integrity of higher education itself. 

Unfortunately, the fast capitalists are winning over academics who seek job security and 
the statistics are alarming. For the last seventy years at least, there has been a clear pattern in the 
academic race to the bottom. “Since 1940, and most particularly over the past 15 years or so, 
tenured positions have been on the decline, as more colleges have relied on less expensive part-
time and non-tenure-track faculty members — even as those same institutions professed fidelity 
to the principles of academic freedom. The reason for the change is simple, and brutal: To 
enhance their own economic security as institutions, colleges have enhanced the economic 
insecurity of professors by hiring more and more contingent faculty members — that is, cheap, 
part-time laborers who enjoy few prerogatives of the profession while suffering low pay, few (if 
any) benefits, and flimsy contractual rights.”138 By 2003, 43 percent of all faculty were part time 
teachers and a whopping 65 percent of professors hold non-tenure positions.139 Thus, “Today 
two of every three new faculty members hired across the nation are not on the tenure track, up 
from about 50 percent in the early 1990s.” The economic and ideological benefits are enormous 
to the capitalist system and rightwing culture wars play a crucial part in drowning the embers of 
critical voices before they spread like a bonfire. 

Crossroads and the Crisis in Academia 
 
“The political function of progressive intellectuals is not to wage a solitary duel with the ruling 
power but to help enlighten, arouse, instruct the working people who have the power, by virtue 
of their numbers, organization and strategic social position, to change the course of history.” 
George Novack  
 
In the post 9/11 era, a slew of dissenting voices have fallen to the ax of political repression, 
countless others have been intimidated into silence and conformity, some have been imprisoned, 
others have been deported, and still others denied visas and job offers. Pressured by a host of 
outside forces, college administrations across the US have put their campuses on intellectual 
lockdown in response to the fear-laden, jingoistic, and repressive social environment. Slowly but 
surely, over the last century but especially in the last few decades, the university is being 
transformed from a space of free thinking, experimentation, value and ethics teaching, 
development of citizenship skills into a narrow, restrictive, utilitarian institution that serves the 
technical and economic needs of corporations, government, science and technology, and the 
military, as it fattens itself from the money trough it helps to produce.  

Although not universally recognized by academics, intense cultural, political, and 
economic wars have been fought for the last few decades, and the clear aggressor has been 
conservatives reacting against what they perceive to be the ascendance of corrosive liberal and 
left politics. Conservatives draw on a long history of anti-radicalism and anti-intellectualism in 



the US, they ride the tides of McCarthyism and other modes of social repression, and they 
exploited their dominance secured by the Bush administration and squeezed every drop of self-
serving utility possible from the tragedy of 9/11. While worrying about the marriage contract, the 
weakening of family ties, the erosion of tradition, the surge of multiculturalism and relativisms, 
and the overall “decline of Western civilization,” they have set their sites on higher education as 
a special target. They believe that the academy is the last major hold-out for liberalism, 
dissenting views, and radical politics, such that conservativism could fully triumph with the 
cleansing of American universities of critical thinking and oppositional viewpoints. 

Meanwhile, it appears that most academics don’t know what is happening, are too 
involved in their own careers, are afraid to speak out for fear of losing their jobs, or are uncertain 
how to respond, for despite some notable critiques and efforts, the professoriate have stood up 
and fought against repression about as much as the US public resisted Bush’s wars abroad , the 
assault on the Constitution, the war against the middle and working classes at home, and the 
plundering of Main Street to further enrich Wall Street.  Self-indulgence, apathy, and fear on the 
part of faculty virtually guarantees that the Christian Right will impose the teaching of 
“intelligent design” in biology classes, that versions of the Academic Bill of Rights will subject 
professors to patriotic correctness tests, that the Violent Radicalization and Homegrown 
Terrorism Prevention Act goes into effect as a state-commissioned panel of academics conducts 
a witchhunt against their radical colleagues and peers; that the tenure system is increasingly 
weakened; and that universities truly become career training institutions and sites of socialization 
in which critical and dissenting voices have been silenced. If this is a war, clearly the right is 
simply rolling over its enemy without much opposition resistance. Slowly but surely, over the 
last century but especially in the last few decades, the university is being transformed from a 
space of free thinking, experimentation, value and ethics teaching, development of citizenship 
skills into a narrow, restrictive, utilitarian institution that serves the technical and economic 
needs of corporations, government, science and technology, and the military, as it fattens itself 
from the money trough it helps to produce.  

The first step to change is awareness of the forces decisively shaping society and 
academia, and to that end this book offers a comprehensive account of academic repression in 
the post-9/11 era.140 We want to give a broad social, historical, and economic context for what is 
happening in academia; to provide numerous chilling case studies of academic repression; to 
relate the dynamics in theory as well as personal experience; and finally to suggest ways to take 
back the universities and to prevent education from becoming purely utilitarian, completely 
commodified, and insanely indifferent to professors, staff, and students alike, and to use 
democracy in higher education as a model for a democratic society yet to be constructed.  

This volume addresses not only overt attacks on critical or radical thinking, it also 
engages the broad structural determinants of academic culture, the socioeconomic trends 
unfolding for decades. It is not just about discursive issues of free speech and repression, as if 
academia would become a utopia should universities actually adhere to their mission statements, 
for there are also formidable institutional barriers to critical pedagogy that stem from the global 
economic, political, and social structures of advanced capitalism. In many ways, the ultimate 
cause of academic repression is not the academy itself, as if it really were an ivory tower island 
severed from the outside world, but instead contemporary capitalist society as a whole, which 
strongly shapes the structure, function, and priorities of higher education. 



Hence, we hope this book can be a tool of education and struggle. Academic Repression: 
Reflections from the Academic-Industrial Complex brings together prominent scholars, many of 
whom have experienced academic repression first-hand. It is crucial that these voices be heard, 
for many are silenced, marginalized, discredited, and shut out of public discourse, yet they have 
important insights and stories to convey. Like the last two volumes co-edited by Best and 
Nocella, Terrorists or Freedom Fighters: Reflections on the Liberation of Animals (2001) and 
Igniting a Revolution: Voices in Defense of the Earth (2007), we seek in this volume as well to 
showcase a diversity of voices, standpoints, backgrounds, histories, and politics to approach a 
problem – academic repression in this instance – from a wealth of different perspectives. By 
reading the personal and political accounts of queers, people of color, feminists, people with 
disabilities, Arab-Americans and foreign nationals, animal and Earth liberationists, and students 
and teachers from various status positions (from tenured faculty to adjunct instructors) we not 
only gain a rich and varied understanding of higher education as it functions today, we also can 
recognize the systematic nature of academic repression.  

It is crucial that academics are aware of the struggles and crises of their colleagues and 
that they stand in resolute solidarity with one another. Critical scholars are being picked off one-
by-one because they are marginalized, vulnerable, and isolated from one another, whereas 
networks of solidarity, support, and resistance can deter many attacks and defend academic 
rights when they are threatened. One can speak on critical or controversial issues with greater 
safety if a large number of other respected critical scholars were also willing to write and speak 
out. Where labor conditions are abysmal or precarious, full and part time professors need to 
organize together, whether in a union or some other suitable form. Together, faculty can also 
understand the problem is not an individual one, but a structural one involving various forms of 
economic, social, and political domination and discrimination (see Tropea). 

It is crucial to form connections, build bridges, and unite in solidarity with one another, 
such that gays and lesbians, the transgendered, the disabled, feminists, anarchists, ethnic studies 
and Middle Eastern scholars, animal and Earth liberation advocates, and a host of others strongly 
challenge social oppression, injustice, discrimination, militarism, fundamentalism, imperialism, 
and the omnicidal destruction of nonhuman animals, ecological systems, and biodiversity. 
However any of these voices may disagree over theory, values, or politics, everyone should be 
able to unite over the unifying principle of academic freedom that provides the space for their 
views and a thousand others to bloom. Ideally, conservatives should be able to unite and fight 
under the same banner as progressives, and progressives could go beyond their affirmation of 
academic freedom to form strategic anti-capitalist and pro-environmental alliances.  

Although the degraded reality hardly mirrors the noble ideals, academic freedom is not 
merely a myth, it has a basis in reality (e.g., in faculty governance and legal policies), it is urgent 
that more scholars use the openings they have to challenge the hierarchical organization of 
society and exploitative and unsustainable operations of the capitalist economy, and that they do 
so in organized and consorted ways. These spaces atrophy amidst apathy and when not used as 
leverage for critical resistance authoritarians, demagogues, politicians, capitalists, and 
bureaucrats will seek to close them forever, as indeed they are falling like dominoes amidst 
aggressive corporatization imperatives that seek to dismantle the tenure system in favor of 
disenfranchised academic proletarians whose labor power is easily exploited. 

If professors are far from powerless, the university is hardly a closed system of total 
domination. While colleges and universities are crucial sites of socialization into capitalist 



ideologies and utilitarian performance, they are not monolithic citadels or homogeneous systems 
of thought that grind out in assembly-line fashion each and every student into the service of the 
market, military, or other power systems. For just as universities can train tomorrow’s CEOs, 
generals, weapons makers, and CIA agents, so they can breed the next generation of visionaries, 
thinkers, activists, and agents of social change. Indeed, the indeterminacy and unpredictability of 
what a university experience might be for a young student is precisely why ultra-conservatives 
want to control and police the hiring and firing, classrooms and syllabi, and why they fear the 
power of critical discourse tearing apart the flimsy rationales for power and transparently 
arbitrary justifications for authority, elite control, social hierarchy and the division of labor. 

In fact, because colleges and universities are some of the last relatively free spaces of 
personal expression and political activity left in a society of bureaucratic domination, the 
university can be a key ground on which to build not only new educational institutions but also 
new social institutions as well. Building democracy in academia is a crucial model and platform 
from which we can build new democratic communities and societies. The only viable path to 
progressive change is through stepping into the circle and quickening the dialectic between 
education and democratization, lest we hasten the negative dialectic perpetuating the “race 
toward catastrophe” (H. G. Wells). But when the open and free expression integral to and 
necessary for universities is endangered, so is society as a whole, for academia – although often a 
conservative bastion -- traditionally has been a key site of critical thinking, rich human 
development, knowledge innovation, and progressive political change. If we lose one of the most 
important spaces for fostering enlightenment, well-rounded people, critical knowledge, and 
progressive change, the consequences for society will be grim and dystopian. 

And thus it is a promising sign that forms of resistance to the conservative fatwa against 
secularism, liberalism, radicalism, dissent, and critical pedagogy have begun to sprout, such as 
with groups such as the Ad Hoc Committee to Defend the University, Scholars at Risk, the 
American Federation of Teachers; the Middle East Studies Association Committee on Academic 
Freedom, the Free Exchange on Campus Coalition, the Foundation for Individual Rights in 
Education, the AAUP, and online petitions and websites in support for academics such as Bill 
Ayers and Ward Churchill.141  Let us not become complacent because Bush has been yanked 
offstaged so that Obama can step into the spotlight as Omaba is a likely another military-
corporate functionary who can pass minor reforms but not make substantive change.  

The Great Books are not going to lead us out of our current global crisis and impasse, 
they can only deaden us more with the drug of the past, drags us down deeper with the anchor of 
mostly obsolete and erroneous ideas, disorient us with a shredded map and compass that in no 
way can steer us forward.. We desperately need new voices, more perspectives, great 
inclusiveness, and processes that lead right from the classroom to the polis, or rather destroy 
their separation and bring one space into the other. We see a pedagogy that links the classroom to 
social and ecological realities, to promote critical awareness in students (raising questions, not 
dictating answers), and ideally to advance the goals of citizenship and democracy and build 
counter-institutions and a counter-hegemony to existing systems of repression. 
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